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The Human Record

There is movement all around us, perceived and unperceived, perceptible and imperceptible. The majority of

human knowledge has been acquired in a quest to reduce what was once thought we could not know. We

hunger to expand our ability to perceive and be aware of the universe around us, and then to understand

and relay that understanding effectively, to whatever advantage it may provide. But every memory and every

recording of information from that vast sea of the unknown is but a snapshot in time of what conditions we were

able to sense. The first markings in a cave were a crude attempt to pass on some information, some perception of

note for those who would follow.  It was followed by those who would carve into stone and wood, scrawl words

onto parchment and papyrus, set type to paper, engrave into metal… then record their vision in silver salts on glass

and then plastics. Our context would be preserved, our vision more true in its transmission. Then, there came the

capture of not one moment, but a string of them. Some contrived, some purely circumstantial, and still others cre-

ated to relay moments long past before we could record them completely. Some of those visions are presented

here, but how we perceive them will ever be incomplete, filtered through our own histories of perceptions and ca-

pacity to record them. Nonetheless, they exist, shadows in the cave of our minds, perhaps to be painted into the

walls or simply to fade with dying embers of our communal fire.

Egy különleges kis sziget

Aközelgő nyarat az ablakon át betörő napsugarak jelzik, amelyek egyben hívogatnak bennünket ki a szabad-

ba. Itt az ideje felállni végre az íróasztalok mellől, és átülni a kerthelységekbe, parkokba, és moziszékekbe.

Elvégre a nyári filmáradat is kezdetét vette az elmúlt hetekben. Persze nem muszáj átadni magunkat a hol-

lywood-i filmdömpingnek, ha továbbra is arra vágyunk, hogy komoly, és elgondolkodtató munkákat lássunk, mert

természetesen azokból sem lesz hiány ebben a hónapban. Az ehavi számunkat részben a filmeknek szenteltük,

részben olyan dolgoknak, amelyek megmozgatnak bennünket, a itt és a nagyvilágban. Ebben a hónapban viszont

nagyobb hangsúlyt kaptak az angol nyelvű cikkek, mivel bízunk benne, hogy a nyár beálltával elözönlik a várost a

turisták. Elmondhatjuk, hogy az ország, és benne a város (neve is van: Budapest) egy sajátos kis sziget, ahol min-

den a maga rendszere szerint zajlik, amit talán nem is olyan könnyű elsőre befogadni. De ahogy bármelyik más

nagyvárosnak, Budapestnek is többféle arca van, (amelyet a külföldi filmesek szívesen formálnak a saját kedvükre

– aki nem hiszi, járjon utána) és nem lehet egy szuszra befogadni mindazt a kincset, szórakozást, és meglepetést,

amit nyújtani tud. Menjünk csak bátran a fejünk után, de ne feledkezzünk meg arról sem, ami körülöttünk zajlik. 
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THE FINE PRINT: Think Magazine comes

out when Think Magazine comes out (usual-

ly the first Friday of the month). We follow

the moon, and its deep mysteries. Think

Magazine is an Entertainment Information

Periodical established in Prague, c. 1996 by a

team of visionaries dissatisfied with the cur-

rent state of the free press market. Think

Magazine is brought to you by the principles

of freedom; of expression, of thought, of po-

tential and of life in all of it’s many manifest

forms and shapes. Think Maga zine is

brought to you by all of our volunteers, sup-

porters and advertisers who make this en-

deavour possible. To them we give thanks.
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When I was a kid listening to

my first Barbara Streisand

album, there was a song I lis-

tened to over and over. To the

backing of an urgent drum beat, Bar-

bara declared “Gotta move/ gotta get

out/ gotta leave this place/ gotta find

some place/ Some new town with

new places, new lights, and most of

all, some new faces…”

Life is like that sometimes. You look

around and you know whatever it was

you had in a particular place is gone,

never to return. You’ve gotta move. It’s

either that or die. Sure, you might die

slowly, or fast, depending, but you’ll

have made the decision to give up.

Moving is a decision to start over.

I realize starting over is not always

a good idea. Sometimes it’s damned

irresponsible, but sometimes it is the

only lifeline you’ve got. In that case,

if you’ve got the guts, you grab it. 

I’ve met several American women

who grabbed that lifeline and landed

in Budapest—or Prague, or Singa-

pore—someplace, anyhow, that

seemed exotic and out of the way to

the folks back home. These are gutsy

broads. For one reason or another

they chose to move out of the life

that was choking them. 

One woman came because she was

rotting in her mid-level management,

dead-end job with the hour commute.

Now she is a professor with a rich

professional life and network of

friends. One took a second chance

on love with a Hungarian, after losing

her beloved husband to an aneurism.

The marriage didn’t last, but she did—

last seen having a rollicking good

time with a British painter. 

Another was the wife of an interna-

tional executive, with nannies and

chauffeurs, the whole international

wife-style. In search of strength and

experience, armed with hopes of be-

coming financially self-sufficient, she

left the kids with the nannies and the

chauffeurs, the hubby with the Russ-

ian girlfriend, and struck out on her

own, helping people relocate in East-

ern Europe. She’s gained confidence

and skills while having a ball!

One of my new buddies is the

mother of six, a petite blonde, who

looks young enough to have a herd

of twenty-something guys chasing

her. What fascinates me about her

story is that she had never even been

here when she arrived with two suit-

cases and no plan. She hadn’t been

much of anywhere really, except for

vacations, since her junior year in

Provence. She was a socialite, leading

a pretty sheltered life, with glam-

orous fundraising events, tennis, and

a husband who kept her pregnant.

He did not want to hear about any of

her strange, anti-fascist ideas, which

he did not share. Stuff happened,

and she bailed on the marriage she’d

hated since before her first child was

born. It took her awhile to figure out

that the new boyfriend was a coward,

and that she had left her cushy

prison for a phantom. But this

woman had a pioneer spirit. And she

was desperate. She knew if she

stayed where she was she would die. 

Someone—I don’t know, perhaps

her hairdresser, told her she’d like

Budapest. She put everything in stor-

age and bought a one-way ticket. She

arrived a week after I did, last No-

vember, and lasted through the

winter with her mother’s fur coat.

What does that take? Most people

would rather die. That kind of thing

is just too much trouble.

One day recently I sat with her on

the plaza outside the big law school.

It was one of those days where the air

is so crisp and clean it nearly crack-

les. The sky was brilliant blue and

every statue seems to come to life.

Parents played with their kids and

people were almost smiling. “On days

like this,” she said, “I want to pinch

myself. I can hardly believe I’m here.”

I smiled knowingly and we toasted.

“To jumping tracks,” I said thinking

of the women we are now, so far from

where we ever expected to be, and en-

joying it so much. She nodded. 

Some people manage to live out

their whole lives on Plan A. There

may be detours and variations, but it

more or less works out. For others of

us, though, Plan A blows up. Then

you choose Plan B. Or you die. 

Plan B has no plan. Just move.

Jump tracks now, and figure it out

later. “To Plan B,” she said.

Geographical solutions have gone

out of favor. It’s true that you can’t

escape from yourself. “Wherever you

go, there you are,” as they say. If

you’ve brought your bad attitude

with you, it’s going to infect your life

no matter where you go. 

But if you’re ready to break free of

the person you pretended to be, or

even the one you knew yourself to

be, in the past, and a life that has be-

come deadening, moving can be a

powerful tool. In a foreign city there

is nothing to mirror back who you

were back when. There is only who

you are now. It beats the hell out of

the alternative.

This town is full of people like that,

and I say more power to ‘em and to

Plan B, the plan with no plan. I’ve

had my share of plans. Plan A took

me some interesting places. In Plan

B, life unfolds and moves like the

Danube. Boats and people float

along, some with projects, some with

pleasure. I ride along with it. Lots to

do, and lots more to choose from.

Plan B is full of surprises. 
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Gotta Move
MOVING ON IS A DECISION TO START OVER...

thinkexpats.com

PLAN B HAS NO PLAN. JUST MOVE. JUMP TRACKS
NOW AND FIGURE IT OUT LATER. 
W. HUNTER ROBERTS, TRANS-ARTS.COM, ART: MIDNIGHTNEEDLES

“Some people man-
age to live out their
whole lives on Plan
A. Maybe there are
detours and varia-

tions, but it more or
less works out. For

others of us, though,
Plan A blows up. So,
you choose Plan B.

Or, maybe, you die.”
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The End of the Empire
WHY AMERICA IS HEADED FOR A NEW CIVIL WAR...

future history

T H I N K  B U DA P E S T  CITY  MAGAZINE  WHY IS THE PHRASE 'IT'S NONE OF MY BUSINESS' ALWAYS FOLLOWED BY 'BUT...'?

The United States is a time

bomb, and it may well explode

in Europe’s face. US experts

are emerging from all sides of the po-

litical and economic spectrum in its

media. They are raising alarms over the

most telling predictors of revolution. 

The uncontested verdict so far is

grimly affirmative. Unemployment,

wealth super-concentration and suf-

fering are at “tipping points.”

Amer ica is likely to face a massive

and possibly sustained period of vio-

lent upheaval. 

MarketWatch investment colum-

nist Paul B. Farrell is no wild-eyed,

WTO-protesting, anti-business rebel.

He works for Rupert Murdoch. But

you might be surprised at some of

his writing lately.

In a more recent article (March 22,

2011; “New Civil War erupts, led by

super rich, GOP,”; marketwatch

.com), he is succinct. 

“Wake up America. You are under

attack. Stop kidding yourself. We are

at war. In fact, we have been fighting

this Civil War for a generation, since

Ronald Reagan was elected in 1981.”

But if you think he is the lone

voice in the wilderness, guess again.

He has some serious backup for his

assertion. Warren Buffett-level sup-

prt, to be exact. Buffett said, in 2006,

and reiterated recently this senti-

ment: “There’s class warfare, all

right,” warns Warren Buffett. “But it’s

my class, the rich class, that’s mak-

ing war, and we’re winning.”

To be fair, Buffett also declared

that the superrich needed to pay

more and to be less predatory, but

his tacit acknowledgement of the

war presaged a huge economic col-

lapse and the most obscene flow of

public money into private coffers

ever known to man. Too big to fail

and too powerful to be punished,

the banks and their crony politicians

mopped up and gobbled down the

little remaining American middle-

class prosperity with a single swipe

of George W. Bush’s pen.

Why no revolution at that moment?

Why no backlash and bomb ing, or

even a whiff of violence in response

to the abuse? The propaganda ma-

chine is why… but its memes are

running thin.

To date, the sluggish and undered-

ucated American population has

been absorbed in the “superrich day-

dream,” as Farrell describes it. “Why

tax the superrich when someday I

am going to be rich like them?” is a

mantra played over and over by, iron-

ically, his bosses at Murdoch’s

corporate headquarters, through Fox

News and the Wall Street Journal. 

When rage built up in recent

years, it was cunningly aimed at the

Obama administration and diverted

into “Tea Party” hijinks. “Taxes are

bad… You can’t stop the market…

The banks will pay us back…” the lies

flowed from the right and the corpo-

rate media, even as they laughed and

planned even more abuse. 

The result? Americans elected the

Trojan Horse, installing a new group

of even more sociopathic thieves

and animals under the guise of tax

revolt. Now, rather than create jobs

and cut deficits, Americans are

faced with a $1.8-trillion tax cut for

the rich, a slash to all the programs

which support their elderly and

poor, and an increase in defense

spending as well.

Unfortunately for the republicans

and their new-breed stooges, the Tea

Party GOP, they are electing to spit

in people’s faces as the aforemen-

tioned tipping points come into

play. Witness to this is the unem-

ployment rate. Though officially

pegged at 8.8%, the true number is

closer to 25%, according to pollsters

who use their own, less rosy ap-

proaches to sampling. 

The reason the numbers diverge is

that people who are unemployed for

two years, are employed half-time,

are considered not looking for work,

or who are retirement-aged, stu-

dents, or carrying any of numerous

statuses are discounted from the

rate. The unemployment rate also

does not factor in the underem-

ployed, the poorly employed, the

working homeless or even multiple

persons in a single home looking for

a job. 

So… 8.8% is a lie.

In the Great Depression, there

were no such shenanigans. No

work? Unemployed. Period. People

know when they have no jobs, and

even in the sedentary minds of the

American masses, the superrich day-

dream is being awoken from, right at

the tipping point.

AMERICA’S PEOPLE ARE UNEMPLOYED AT A RATE OF 22-25%, WHILE ITS
MIDDLE AND LOWER CLASSES ARE FACING HUGE TAX INCREASES AND
SERVICE CUTS TO COVER TAX BREAKS FOR ITS RICHEST, WHO HAVE OFFI-
CIALLY DECLARED A CLASS WAR.
FRANCIS PRUETT, ART: J. CORTAZAR

“Having already won
most of the wealth

and political offices,
the only thing left is

complete control,
and the crushing of
the will of their op-
ponents to resist.”



That tipping point is the 25% un-

employment that was suffered after

the crash in 1929. On top of this, the

stripping away of all services aimed at

relieving poverty, the attempts to le-

galize illegal foreclosures and

bald-faced attempts to attack peaceful

protestors are rankling an unstable,

uneducated and angry hive of gun-

loving Americans.

There is no real outlet for the anger

and the pressure. The Tea Party delu-

sion has worn off as well, thanks to

some excesses and calls for violence.

The calls for action are, as a result,

turning away from elections and sim-

ple protests.

A republican attack on labor rights

in Wisconsin was partly averted by

massive protests. However, a call was

sent to actually instigate violence by

the governing Republicans themselves. 

Scott Walker, the state’s governor,

was caught red-handed by a phone

prankster, stating that he had consid-

ered using agitators to spark violence

with the unions and invoke a state of

emergency. He thought he was speak-

ing to one of the Koch brothers,

extremist anti-democracy industrialists

heavily backing the war on the poor.

The calls for violence against work-

ers were more strident from another

state, Indiana. The Wisconsin Center

for Investigative Journalism found a

call to create a “false attack” on Walk-

er. Carlos Lam, a deputy prosecutor

and Republican, sent an email advis-

ing Walker thusly:

"If you could employ an associate

who pretends to be sympathetic to

the unions' cause to physically attack

you (or even use a firearm against

you), you could discredit the unions…

[the attack] would assist in undercut-

ting any support that the media may

be creating in favor of the unions."

This kind of violence-baiting was

not a one-off by any means. Republi-

cans and their supporters feel they

have the upper hand in violence, and

that using it is justified. Another Indi-

anan, Deputy Attorney General Jeff

Cox, called for Wisconsin to “use live

ammunition on protestors.” He later

added, “You're damn right I advocate

deadly force.”

But the right wing of American pol-

itics received a slap in the face itself.

Walker lost his support, and anti-

union sentiment fell through the

floor. Americans like working with

dignity. Who’d have thought?

And his plan to keep police on his

side (with a concession to preserve

their right to negotiate for better pay)

was wrong. The police firmly sided

with the protestors.

The far-right in the United States is

a notoriously poor winner in any

case. But when they smell blood, and

in this case the blood is the potential

political ability to destroy anything

contrary to their amassing of wealth

and infliction pain without check,

they become truly nasty. The idea is a

complete, fascist, industrial plutarchy,

and they think they can have it.

The truly telling nexus here is the

direct link between the rich, their

powerful puppets, and the idea that

they feel they can win a new civil war

with violence. 

Since all else is in their hands at

the moment in terms of wealth, and

with a Supreme Court affirming the

right of prosecutors to jail and even

kill Americans based on false charges

and concealing evidence of inno-

cence, is there much more to steal or

destroy?

Having already won most of the

wealth and most of the political of-

fices, the only thing left is complete

control, and the crushing of the will

of their opponents to resist their

whims. And they feel they can wring

it from the American people with

false flag attacks and violence against

their opponents.

Someday, someone somewhere will

play out a violent gambit. For every one

known incident, one can reasonably as-

sume that more than a few others,

undetectably hidden, were in play. 

When that happens, a viciously vi-

olent American revolution will begin.

The people of the United States are a

confused, angry and often senseless-

ly violent kind of animal. As Farrell

notes, “Revolutions build over long

periods — to critical mass, a flash

point. Then they ignite suddenly, un-

predictably.” 

And if Egypt and Libya are pre-

views, there will be one very big mess

to clean up when it is all over.

WWW.THINK-MAGAZINE.COM

KERESÜNK…

MAZOCHISTÁKAT
(gyakornokokat)

Kitűnő munkata-
pasztalatra vágysz?
• Gyakornoki pozíciókat ajánlunk Szer -

kesztőségünkben, Marketing/Sales és 
• Művészeti osztályainkban
• Gyakornoki pozícióink minimum 

3 hónapos időszakra vonatkoznak
• Nem fizetett gyakornoki pozíciók
• Nincsenek tapasztalati elvárásaink, 

minden csak hozzáállás kérdése!

Ha szeretnél jelentkezni, küld el önéletrajz -
odat és motivációs leveledet a következő
címre: budapest@think-magazine.com
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Osama the Bogeyman is dead! 
SO WHAT HAVE WE LEFT TO FEAR? ANSWER: A LOT. 

fear factors

One Sunday evening in May, one man, with a very

Arabic name, sat in a heavily fortified building to

watch another man, with a very Arabic name, get

blown away by teenagers in a sadly* less heavily forti-

fied building. *(Sadly for him that is)

And how the people doth rejoice! We are free! Free

to leave our doors unlocked, free to cross the street

without looking both ways, free to trade our anti-aircraft

missiles with whom we please. But hold the parade

folks. I have something to tell you. According to top in-

telligence sources (yes, that would be me) the world is

actually a more hideously perilous place than we had

previously thought. So shut the curtains, climb back

under the sheets and take notes as I warn you of the

greatest threats to our freedom since Hitler got

knocked back from art school... 

MEL GIBSON
As the old saying goes, the death of one criminally in-

sane, sexually confused religious zealot leads to the rise

of another. And while we have been worried about the

Jihadists of the Islamic world, a pot has been boiling

away in Hollywood. All the signs are there. An absurd-

ly wealthy, ideologically retarded 50-something with a

penchant for making films that both promote war

(Braveheart) and have a heavy religious bias (Passion of

Christ). We need to act fast. And while we are blowing

up arrogant Australian movie stars, can also get rid of

Russell Crowe? Just put it on my tab.

TELEPATHIC AIDS
If you thought regular AIDS was scary you should

probably look away now. This disease is so potent all

you have to do is think about some kind of fluid ex-

change and BAM, its all over. 

Ever seen a wizened junkie shuddering up the street

and thought, 'Yeah, I'd share a bag of smack with that

guy'? Been at the zoo and spied a Howler Monkey

you'd like have a blood transfusion with? Of course you

have. Well now you have telepathic AIDS too. Just don't

say I didn't warn you.

APPLE COMPUTERS 
I used to watch the Terminator movies and worry

about Skynet. A network of supercomputers turning

against us with all the nuclear weaponry we have been

gleefully producing for the last 60 years seemed nothing

short of an inevitability. But then it occurred to me that

with a name as kitsch as 'Skynet' the machines could only

run on Microsoft software. Windows Vista probably. 

We could just ask them to perform too many actions

at once and then wait for them to crash. What we real-

ly should be looking out for is the Macintosh Invasion

of the Bodysnatchers. Ever notice a friend or family

member turn into a smug grinning husk after purchas-

ing an Apple gizmo? That's because you don't purchase

an Apple product, it purchases you. 'Join us,' they say

with blank eyes, 'it's so much better...' Run, I tell you.

Just fucking run.    

DUBSTEP
A lot of people have suggested recently that I have

some kind of prejudice against dubstep. A sort of mu-

sical racism if you will. And those people would be

absolutely correct. I am a full on, card-carrying dubstep

Nazi. Remember when whinging middle-class parents

used to blame rock and roll for all of their spoilt chil-

dren's problems, claiming if you spun Led Zeppelin

records backwards you could hear Satan? Well here is a

musical genre where you don't even need to ruin the

needles on your record player. Dubstep is the sound of

Lucifer emptying a sticky load into your ears. The

demon sperm then slither past your eardrums and up

into your brain, where they sprout through your skull

as giant clumps of unwashed, matted hair. And try

dancing with a member of the opposite sex to this

music and you will undoubtedly remind each other of

virile Howler Monkeys and instantly develop Telepath-

ic AIDS (see above).   

GLOBAL WARMING
Seriously now, wasn't this a big issue about 12

months ago? Didn't we have precisely 29 days to recy-

cle our own bodies or the mountains would melt and

drown us all in a sea of disenfranchised polar bears? It

just seems as though nobody is taking this thing seri-

ously anymo...

ALL OF THE ABOVE STATEMENTS ARE UN-

TRUE (APART FROM THE DUBSTEP ONE). KEEP

ON DRILLING BABY! 

*This column was brought to you by BP, the oil company that cares

about YOU! 

T H I N K  B U DA P E S T  CITY  MAGAZINE  IF BARBIE IS SO POPULAR WHY DO YOU HAVE TO BUY ALL HER FRIENDS?

“We are free! Free to leave 
our doors unlocked, free to

cross the street without look-
ing both ways, free to trade 

our anti-aircraft missiles 
with whomever we please.”

SO IT'S FINALLY ALL OVER! THE CAT AND MOUSE STORY OF THE DECADE
HAS ENDED IN A GLORIFIED GAME OF CALL OF DUTY BLACK OPS. 
PETER WYLDE
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It does not matter what country you live in or what language you speak, your life is

being designed by the entity of media. So much that is important is not being

talked about or written about, it is buried under the latest celebrity who has had a

major crisis in their life.

Lately there is civil unrest in many countries and again the media makes it grow.

Think if none of this was propagated it would soon lose power and impact. Those

who are intelligent know that their cause will be picked up by the media and they ma-

nipulate the media using its own tactics. So many lies that have been produced by the

media eventually become exposed, but by then people have lost interest in the topic

and are on to the next sensational story. Therefore they have managed to get away

with their tactics. Anyone who has had to deal with the media knows that there is a

no win situation when you deal with them. The media will find a way to turn a story

into whatever they want it to become. The media has moved on to its next victim and

has left the latter destroyed.

A good example of this is the propaganda the Nazis spread about the Jews. They

began slowly talking about them in the press and how they were controlling the

money in Germany and making the German people poor. From there just like a snow-

ball going down a mountain it became larger and larger until it was normal to dislike

Jewish people if you were a true German. Think of it as a slow seduction in changing

your way of thinking.

Look at all of the hate groups around the world and you can see how they are using

the same principles and enticing the media to follow them as they expose the evils of

the group they are targeting. Many times nothing has been done by people and yet

they are condemned and exposed as evil.

The recent nuclear meltdown in Japan is being touted as serious, but the govern-

ment and the media are controlling the complete story from the public. As always the

truth will eventually come out. If everything was told people would start acting on

what I've written before about keeping emergency in case of a disaster. You never

know when a disaster is going to occur and wisdom says take care of yourself by

preparing. This is not what the media and the government wants you to do. Both en-

tities want you to rely upon them one way or another. Whenever you hear something

broadcast through the media or the government; explore and make sure of everything

that you are being told. Do not accept at face value what you hear or see. Even Osama

Bin Laden’s deathly repose at the bottom of the sea.

In this world we are living through a time of both great darkness and light. We have

war, and corporate control, alongside a great spiritual emergence. It is time to choose

which collective time line you want to take. Trust your heart rather than what you see

on the news or told by any government. 

(I AM SURE YOU ARE SAYING, "HOW CAN SHE SAY
SUCH A THING ABOUT ME?") WELL, EVERY DAY
YOUR LIFE IS BEING MANIPULATED BY THE MEDIA
(NEWS, INTERNET, GOSSIP, AND GOVERNMENT).
BILLIE CHAINEY, ART: MR. BRAINWASH

You Are Controlled.

media



O
n 8th March this year, women in Central and Eastern Europe were

once again offered flowers and chocolates from male colleagues

and friends. It is a “not-very-feminist” gesture preserved for 45

years by the communist regime in Hungary. But with the lowest rate of

women in political office in all of Europe, it’s hardly surprising.

I found it very odd, not to mention awkward, four years ago when a

male professor at Warsaw university started his classes

by saying, “First of all, I’d like to wish all women attend-

ing this course a very happy Women’s day.” Yeah, it was

Women’s day, and so what? Shall I feel privileged? And

no, sorry… I hate being offered flowers. 

Being back in Central Europe this year – living now

in Budapest - I found the Hungarian way of celebrating

8th of March very similar to the Polish one, in regards

to the everyday aspect of it. I could mention the fact

that Poland has been holding ‘Manifa’ (successful fem-

inist demonstrations) for eleven years now. Hungary

doesn’t have an analogue for these.  

March 8th is obviously a day to remember women by

being nice to them, but it’s certainly not an occasion to

talk about pay distortion, inequality, lack of childcare facilities, or an ab-

sence of women in the highest decision-making spheres. I don’t consider

myself a feminist, however I don’t see why we women haven’t reached

equality in such important fields as politics, jobs or even the academic

sector here. 

France (where I’m from) may not be a paradise for women either, but

at least the French celebrations for 8th of March have nothing to do with

another stupid Valentine’s Day. It’s an occasion to discuss our underrep-

resentation in the fields above, and bring key issues to public attention

and wide discussion in the media.

For 8th March this year I wrote an article for a French daily newspa-

per about Women in Politics in Central and Eastern Europe, giving me

the chance to do deeper research. Here are some hints on the subject.

First of all, one might have a glimpse at The Global Gender Gap Report.

Written under the supervision of the World Economic Forum (consid-

ered a reference when it comes to gender issues), the ranking of

women’s representation in politics makes it clear only that the situation

varies from one state to another in post-communist Europe. 

The winner is clearly Latvia, ranked 31st among 131 states in the re-

port. Latvians had a woman as a head of state - Vaira Vīķe-Freiberga –

from 1999 until 2007. Of Latvian MPs, 22% are currently women. The

two other Baltic republics score a bit more poorly, though their national

assemblies count roughly the same proportion of women. And Lithua-

nia has a woman president. Elected in 2009, Dalia Grybauskaitė, an

ex-EU Budget commissioner, enjoys a popularity rate of 80%. 

This single woman in her 50’s “is quite a phenomenon,” according to

Lithuanian journalist, Daiva Repeckaite. “She is seen as a very rational

and impartial person who can steer the economy well during the crisis,

although economy is not the president's job.”

Ranked better (41st) than Estonia and Lithuania, Poland, recently

adopted a quota for polling lists, assuring a minimum 35% of candidates

will be women. Strong feminist personalities are particularly active in the

public life. It’s a woman who runs Warsaw municipality, Hanna Beata

Gronkiewicz-Waltz, since 2006 (a former head of the Polish National

Bank). I’m amazed by how Poland is performing on women’s issues,

breaking many conservative stereotypes one might hold.

In Slovakia (ranked 89th), it’s also a woman, Iveta Radičová, who has

been the prime minister since July, 2010. But, according to Lucia Najslo-

va, researcher at Europeum - a Prague based European think tank - it

doesn’t mean Slovakian women are better off. 

Going for Radičová Najslova said, was “rather a result of people's po-

litical preferences, a switch from centre-left to right-right, and, a ‘no’ to

the style and political culture of the previous government.”

Her election and ability to form a government was

also a result of internal changes in the SDKU party.

Radičová, with her skills, experience, and public opin-

ion ratings, was the best alternative to previous leader. 

“Moreover, her style of politics is less divisive and

more consensual than the style of her opponent from

the opposing political bloc” Lucia related, nothing that

does not mean women are progressing in general.

“There is only one woman minister in the current gov-

ernment, none of the mayors of 8 regional capitals is a

woman, out of 13 Slovak Europarliament members 5

are women. In the Slovak parliament, there are 23

women (and 127 men)”. 

Here in Hungary, the situation is even more alarming. The current

Orbán government counts no women among its 8 “super” ministers and

the Hungarian parliament is 91% male. 

LMP (Lehet más a politika, the young ‘Green and liberal’ party) decid-

ed to apply a 1/3 quota of women for themselves. As a result LMP has

5 female MPs out of 15. According to Katalin Ertsey, an LMP MP, poli-

tics remain a matter for men here,
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“Here in Hungary,
the situation is even

more alarming. 
The current Orbán
government counts

no women among its
8 “super” ministers
and the Hungarian

parliament is 
91% male. “



I
t seems the country hasn’t reach any

form of political maturity in that

field, as Katalin notes, “Many women

become aggressive, copying the male

model, but with perfect hairdos, make

up and clothes, even big, dramatic hats.” 

The MszP didn’t do well either… as

underlined by professor Gabriella Ilon-

szki (Institute of Political Science,

Corvinus University of Budapest):

“The gender perspective is missing

from nowadays political agenda. It was

largely absent during former govern-

ments and parliamentary periods as

well but as of now in addition to the low

numbers, the advocated values, slogans,

vocabulary warn that the conservative

turn further diminished the importance

of gender equality issues. Those few

women who can be seen in top politics

do not regard gender (and their own

gender) an "issue". This is not surprising

amongst the given conditions, party val-

ues and selection criteria.”

Hungary is ranked 126th out of 131

in the gender gap report, and last in Eu-

rope. So why is Hungary so far behind

all the other Central and Eastern Euro-

pean countries? 

According to Ilonszki, “In Hungary,

after the democratic transition, the po-

litical class got cemented very quickly.

Until 2010 (the last elections) hardly

any change took place. The cemented

elite and the frozen institutional struc-

ture - most importantly the party system

- made the entry of new, or rather latecomers hard or sometimes impossible.

This is a big difference between Hungary and the other post-communist

countries. There is quite some way to go before Hungary even equals the

neighbours…” 

- FRENCH-BORN HÉLÈNE BIENVENU IS A PROFESSIONAL PHOTOJOURNALIST. WHEN NOT
WANDERING EUROPE IN SEARCH OF STORIES, SHE CALLS BUDAPEST HOME.

WWW.THINK-MAGAZINE.COM

STATS
EU Rankings-Percentage of
women in elected office

European Union 34.9%
European Commission 33.3%

Sweden 46.1%
Finland 40%
Netherlands 40%
Belgium 39.3%
Denmark 37.4%
Spain 36.6%
Germany 32.8%

Austria 27.9%
Portugal 27.8%
Estonia 22.8%
Czech Republic 22%
United Kingdom 21.9%
Bulgaria 21.3%
Italy 21.3%
Poland 20.4%
Latvia 20%
Luxemburg 20%

Lithuania 19.2%
France 18.9%
Greece 17.3%
Slovak Republic 15.3%
Ireland 13.3%
Slovenia 13.3%
Cyprus 12.5%
Romania 11.4%

Hungary 9.1%
Malta 8.7%

Museum Festival is on!
Budapest is practically a living museum in it-
self, whether in the retro fashion, smart de-
vice staturation or cultural attitudes...

The average culture vulture can spend a whole year visiting
some of the city’s hundreds of museums, ranging from the
Museum of Hairdressing, the Hungarian Museum of Elec-
trotechnics or the Crime & Police History Museum, for insight
into the nation's works, exhibitions and treasures. One of our
fave's is the Hungarian National Museum and its sur-
rounding neighbourhood around Muzeum korut 14-16, be-
cause when the museums want to get together and party,
they come to the National Museum in mid-May and stage a
series of cultural events over a single weekend, including arts,
crafts, music, and folk performances. If you're looking for in-
sight into Hungarian culture and don't want to waste the year
going from old building to old building, the Museum Festival
is a great place to begin. - www.majalis.hu/english/

CULTURE VULTURE

The British Store
Minden, Ami Brit!
All Things British!

Have you been looking for British food and a favorite British tea? Shop for all

your British groceries �om our range of over 1000 products. We will de-
liver your order to your home to several districts in
Budapest for free and with competitive prices to anywhere in the coun-

try. Our range covers thousands of products. From PG Tips to Walkers Crisps,

Marmite or Heinz Baked Beans, you can buy all the British brands. Visit our

webshop and place your order. 

Do you prefer traditional shopping? Our shop is located in

XIII. district, Tatra u. 30/B near to Nyugati, Lehel or Jászai Mari Tér. Open: Mon-

day-Friday 10.00-19.00, Saturday: 10.00-15.00, www.britishstore.hu



But the West’s lost is your gain.

We at Think have put togeth-

er this guide to the best of

Hungarian film, ranging from the ab-

surd to the sublime. You’d have to go

to a lot of film festivals to have seen

all these, but that’s a lot better than

spending your life behind a desk fil-

ing TPS reports for some faceless

corporate overlords. Many of these

films can be found on the internet (a

great index is www.watchthisletme

.com out of the Netherlands) or pur-

chased via Amazon.com or on www.

multilingualbooks.com. And since

you’re already living here in Hun-

gary, why not check out the local

rental shops... some are sure to have

English subtitled versions!!

ABANDONED
Árpád Sopsits

A nine-year-boy is abandoned at an

orphanage where life is bleak and

the headmaster is plainly sadistic.

Enduring beatings from the staff

and other boys, he finally forges a

friendship that gives him the

strength to stand up and lead his

classmates in a revolt against their

institution. Winner of the Grand

Prix des Ameriques at the Montreal

World Film Festival. IN HUNGARIAN
WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES. HUNGARY,
2001, 98 MINS. 

ADOPTION
Márta Mészáros

The breakthrough film for Márta

Mészáros (Diary for All My Chil-

dren, a unique mixture of docu-

mentary and fictional techniques in

the story of Mary, a middle-aged

woman, who befriends the younger

Julia, who insists on having her

child live with her. A film of consid-

erable psychological insight. HUN-
GARIAN WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES.
HUNGARY, 1975, 89 MINS. 

ANOTHER WAY
Károly Makk

Public and private morality collides

in this psychological drama about a

love triangle during the aftermath

of the failed Hungarian uprising in

1956. Livia, the beautiful wife of an

army officer, is a reporter at the Bu-

dapest newspaper where Eve, an

outspoken lesbian journalist, comes

to work after two years of politically

motivated unemployment. When

Eve and Livia fall in love they em-

bark on an affair whose tragic con -

sequences are mirrored by Hun -

gary’s oppression under Soviet rule.

Based on an autobiographical best-

seller. With Jadwiga Jankowska-Cieślak,

Grażyna Szapołowska and Josef

Kroner. “One of cinema’s most truly

erotic films” (David Robinson, The

Times). IN HUNGARIAN WITH ENGLISH
SUBTITLES. HUNGARY, 1982, 102 MINS. 

BOLSHE VITA
Ibolya Fekete

This acclaimed, multiple-award-win-

ning film centers around a group of

young people who meet in a rock

pub in Budapest in the summer of

1989 during Hungary’s fleeting cel-

ebration of Communism’s fall. This

Pynchonesque crew includes two

goofy Russian musicians, an engi-

neer who has been reduced to sell-

ing kitchen knives, and two girl-

friends, English and American, in

search of action. After the fun and

romance, they must move on, as the

mafia and the onset of new nation-

alist chaos closes in. IN HUNGARIAN
AND RUSSIAN WITH ENGLISH SUBTI-
TLES. HUNGARY, 1996, 90 MINS. 

THE BRIDGEMAN
Géza Bereményi

Set during the Hapsburg reign

(1820-1860), this sweeping period

drama was the most expensive

Hungarian movie ever produced

when it opened in 2002. The lavish

work tells the story of the aristocrat

Count István Széchenyi, (Károly

Eperjes), a brilliant and calculating

figure who attempts to repent for an

early life of ignoble behaviour by

courageously spearheading a resist-

ance movement in his native Hun-

gary. Director Géza Bereményi

chronicles Szechenyi’s successes

and setbacks as he attempts to shake

the foundations of a powerful mon -

archy. IN HUNGARIAN WITH ENGLISH
SUBTITLES. HUNGARY, 2002, 141 MINS. 

CAT’S PLAY
Károly Makk

Károly Makk’s contemplative film

about two unmarried sisters who

cast wistful glances back at their

lives, yet still believe in hope and

love. Told in the form of an episto-

lary novel, and utilizing vivid im-

ages to convey the character’s

inner most thoughts, the film is a 

serious, stylistically daring, and

deeply involving drama. As with

Makk’s previous international suc-

cess, Love, the director exhibits an

extraordinary skill at drawing emo-

tionally compelling performances

from his talented female leads. In

the end, Cat’s Play opposes the

bleakness of the outside world with

themes of passion, love, and loyalty.

Nominated for the Academy Award

for Best Foreign Language Film in

1974. IN HUNGARIAN WITH ENGLISH
SUBTITLES. HUNGARY, 1972, 98 MINS. 

CHICO
Ibolya Fekete

An ideological adventure movie,

from the director of Bolshe Vita.

Chico is half Hungarian and half

Spanish, half Catholic and half Jew-

ish. As a child he was steeped in

the myths of Che Guevara and Sal-

vador Allende. But when he finds

himself in the middle of Hungarian

communism, he reevaluates his be-

liefs. Later, he takes sides in the war

in Croatia. Chico earned Ibolya

Fekete Best Director honors at the

Karlovy Vary International Film

Festival. IN SPANISH, HUNGARIAN,
CROATIAN, AND OTHER LANGUAGES,
WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES. GERMANY/
HUNGARY/CROATIA/CHILE, 2001, 112 MINS. 

CHILD MURDERS
Ildikó Szabó

Exquisite black-and-white cine-

matography softens this macabre

story of despair and murder among

Hungary’s outcasts. Young Zsolt

lives a hopeless life caring for his

ailing alcoholic grandmother in a

tiny apartment along the Danube in

Budapest. Taunted by other adoles-

cents, he spends most of his days

alone. When he befriends a preg-

nant gypsy girl, his life takes a se-

ries of unexpected turns. Winner of

the FIPRESCI Prize at Cannes, di-

rector Ildikó Szabó fashions a gritty,

suspenseful tale that addresses is-

sues of morality and humanity.

Also known as Gyerekgyilkossagok.

IN HUNGARIAN WITH OPTIONAL ENGLISH
SUBTITLES. HUNGARY, 1993, 79 MINS. 

COLOSSAL SENSATION
Robert Koltai

A deft blend of comedy and pathos,

Robert Koltai’s film sets the tumul-

tuous lives of twin circus clowns

against watershed moments in 20th

century Hungarian history. Born

and raised in a gypsy circus some-

where in the backwaters of Eastern

Europe, twin brothers and clowns

Naphthalene and Dodo fall afoul of

the local Communist Party when a

joke goes awry. Dodo takes the fall

for his hapless brother and lands in

the gulag, while Naphthalene unwit-

tingly sets in motion events that

lead to revolution. “...an engaging

comedy of survival” (The Los Ange-

les Times). Includes director inter-

view, making-of featurette, and

trailer. IN HUNGARIAN WITH ENGLISH
SUBTITLES. HUNGARY, 2004, 95 MINS.

DOWN BY LOVE
Tamás Sas

Directed by acclaimed Hungarian

cinematographer Tamás Sas, Down

By Love stars Patricia Kovács as

Eva, a young woman living alone in

a flat bequeathed to her by her par-

ents. Eva’s relationship with Tibor,

an older married man, provides the

only excitement in her life, but

when she returns from a holiday
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she begins to discover the unset-

tling truth about his intentions. By

focusing his lens almost exclusively

on Kovács, Sas fashions a daringly

experimental film that “emerges as

a fresh, challenging, and unpre-

dictable experience with a stunning

finish” (Kevin Thomas, Los Angeles

Times). Winner of the Best Artistic

Contribution Award at the Cairo In-

ternational Film Festival. DVD in-

cludes audio commentary by Tamás

Sas and producer Dénes Szekeres,

trailer, photo gallery, radio spot, and

filmographies. IN HUNGARIAN WITH
ENGLISH SUBTITLES. HUNGARY, 2004,
90 MINS. 

THE DISTRICT (NYÓCKER!, ABOVE)
Aron Gauder

“Budapest gets the South Park treat-

ment in District, a rap-infused, ani-

mated musical love story that

morphs into a satiric geopolitical

thriller” (Variety). A group of kids

from the slums devise a totally rea-

sonable way to get rich. Find a way

to go back in time, bury a pit full of

mammoths under the Hungarian

capital, then return to the present

and start drilling for the oil. When

this actually happens, they find

some unwelcome company —

Vladimir Putin, Tony Blair, and

George W. Bush. The visual style, a

blend of collage, photo cutouts, and

animation, is worth the price of ad-

mission alone. The insane story is

an added bonus. IN HUNGARIAN
WITH OPTIONAL ENGLISH SUBTITLES.
HUNGARY, 2004, 95 MINS. 

ELECTRA, MY LOVE
Miklós Jancsó

In an awesome leap of imagination,

Miklós Jancsó, one of the world’s

great filmmakers, relocates the clas-

sic myth of Electra to a desolate

Hungarian plain. Here, the nail-bit-

ing drama plays out against the ritu-

als of naked girls and galloping

horsemen. The film is shot as a vi-

sual epic, with elaborate camera

moves that are Jancsó’s famous sig-

nature. When Electra takes off in a

red helicopter, the story catapults

into the future, in a masterstroke

that leaves the audience breathless.

“A masterpiece” (Film Comment).

IN HUNGARIAN WITH ENGLISH SUBTI-
TLES. HUNGARY, 1974, 71 MINS. 

ESCAPE FROM RECSK (A SZÖKÉ)
Livia Gyarmathy

A powerful Hungarian film set in

postwar Hungary in the early

1950s. The Communist regime se-

cretly disappeared countless citi-

zens without warning or trial,

sending these po-

litical prisoners to

labor camps, the

most notorious

one located at

Recsk. Only one

man is known to

have escaped this

nightmare, and 

A Szöké tells his

story. His ac-

counts of prisoner

life helped lead to

the dismantling of

the gulag system

in the Soviet satellite states. IN HUN-
GARIAN WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES.
HUNGARY, 1996, 92 MINS. 

FORBIDDEN RELATIONS
Zsolt Kézdi-Kovács

A true story of incest and its reper-

cussions is brought to life in this

exceptional drama that goes far be-

yond the sensationalism of the sub-

ject matter. It is a powerful tale of

two lovers who discover they are

half-siblings. They refuse to end

their relationship even after the

young woman’s pregnancy puts

them up against social ostracism

and imprisonment. “...a delirious ex-

pression of l’amour fou, effectively

filmed against a prosaic back-

ground. Driving, floating long takes,

reminiscent of Kézdi-Kovács’s men-

tor Miklós Jancsó, are used to ex-

press the uncontrollable passion of

the young couple...” (Dave Kehr,

Chicago Reader). IN HUNGARIAN
WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES. HUNGARY,
1983, 92 MINS. 

GLAMOUR
Frigyes Gödrös

The dreams and struggles of three

generations of a Hungarian Jewish

family are depicted in this award-

winning drama. Against a backdrop

of major 20th century events, direc-

tor Frigyes Gödrös mixes humour

and tragedy with realism and fanta-

sy as his characters survive war,

Nazi tyranny, communism, and eco-

nomic hardship. Five years in the

making, Glamour is a remarkable

historical epic that thrives on the 

intimacy of personal relationships.

“An elegant, poetic fable... with a

shimmering beauty” (Los Angeles

Times). IN HUNGARIAN WITH ENGLISH
SUBTITLES. HUNGARY, 2000, 110 MINS. 

HUKKLE
György Pálfi

A uniquely non-narrative look at

life in a rural Hungarian town,

György Pálfi’s marvelous debut

blends a dizzying melange of sights

and sounds into an audio-visual

symphony. From an elderly man’s

hiccup (or hukkle) to the mating of

hogs and the death of a mole be-

neath the ground, Pálfi charts the

everyday events of this sleepy com-

munity with an eye to their

mysterious and often sinister

under pinnings. “Beautifully shot,

full of droll humour” (Variety). Let-

terboxed DVD includes making-of

featurette, pre-production footage,

production diary excerpts, and trail-

er. HUNGARY, 2002, 75 MINS. 

I LOVE BUDAPEST
Agnes Incze

This portrait of

modern Hungari-

an youth earned

critical accolades

in its homeland.

It’s a stylish, fast-

moving account

of a young

woman (Gabriella

Hámori in an im-

pressive screen

debut) from a

rural town who comes to the city in

search of a better life. She finds a

job, new friends, and romance, but

it’s all endangered when she discov-

ers that her closest friend’s

boyfriend is deeply involved with

the criminal world. HUNGARIAN WITH
ENGLISH SUBTITLES; HUNGARY, 2001,
85 MINs. 

JOHNNY FAMOUS
Gergely Fonyó

Jon Jacobs delivers a touching per-

formance as an innocent, mentally

challenged title character in this

award-winning film by Gergely

Fonyó. Jacobs plays the 30-year-old

Johnny, who lives with his elderly

mother and spends his days dream-

ing and walking Venice Beach.

When his mother falls ill, she has a

young student, Amy Jo (Dawn Kap-

atos), care for her son. A charming

film with touches of subtle humour,

Johnny Famous was named Best

Picture at the Hungarian Academy

Awards. USA/HUNGARY, 1999, 80 MINS. 

KONTROLL (BELOW)
Nimrod Antal

The milieu of Nimrod Antal’s styl-

ish debut is the strange subter-

ranean labyrinth of the Budapest

subway system, the second-oldest in

the world. Sándor Csányi stars as

the leader of a group of belea-

guered ticket inspectors, assigned

to patrol sections of the tracks. De-

ployed by higher powers, the petty

bureaucrats experience abuse and

humiliation as they attempt to regu-

late a train system populated by

harmless patrons and hooded mad-

men alike. “A thoroughly satisfying,

rambunctious entertainment that

also subtly works on philosophical

and spiritual levels” (Kevin Thomas,

Los Angeles Times). Nominated for

an Oscar for Best Foreign Language

Film (2004). IN HUNGARIAN WITH ENGLISH
SUBTITLES. HUNGARY, 2004, 106 MINS.
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THE LAST BLUES
Péter Gárdos

Andris is a happily married hus-

band, father to an eight-year-old

son, and a successful businessman

in Budapest, but he’s also leading a

second life. While pretending to be

away on business in Poland, Andris

spends half the year in Cracow with

his beautiful girlfriend Bea, living

the life of a talented and passionate

artist. But the news that Bea is preg-

nant creates a serious impasse —as

he drives towards his own wedding

in Cracow, Andris must choose be-

tween his two lives for the first time.

IN HUNGARIAN WITH ENGLISH SUBTI-
TLES. HUNGARY, 2002, 96 MINS. 

A LONG WEEKEND IN PEST AND BUDA
Károly Makk

Legendary Hungarian actors Mari

Töröcsik and Ivan Darvas reunite

with master director Károly Makk

for his last feature film, a contempo-

rary romantic drama set in pictur-

esque Budapest. Darvas stars as

Ivan, an aging retiree who was

forced to leave Hungary during the

‘56 revolution. He lives in comfort-

able retirement with his wife in

Switzerland, but a phone call

prompts him to return to his home-

land. There he is reunited with a

former lover (Mari), who has lived

with many secrets that will change

his life. “Beautifully made... a sad

story of lost love and unfulfilled

dreams” (World Movie Channel). IN
HUNGARIAN WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES.
HUNGARY, 2003, 90 MINS. 

LOVE
Károly Makk

Lili Darvas, the famed stage actress

and widow of Ferenc Molnár, por-

trays a bed-ridden old woman in

this emotionally precise drama. Her

daughter-in-law, whose husband is

in jail as a political prisoner, con-

cocts a fictitious story about his life

as a filmmaker in America and

forges letters from him filled with

Hollywood gossip, which the moth-

er devours as she awaits her son’s

return. When he is finally sprung

from prison, it is too late. IN HUN-
GARIAN WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES.
HUNGARY, 1971, 84 MINS. 

MAGIC HUNTER
Ildikó Enyedi

David Bowie lent his name to this

film by the talented Hungarian di-

rector Ildikó Enyedi (My Twentieth

Century). The film is an inventive

update of a Faustian tale set in

modern Hungary, about a Budapest

police force sharpshooter (Gary

Kemp) who makes a deal with a

shady colleague for seven magic

bullets guaranteed to hit their target

- but there is a price that comes

with the seventh bullet that the cop

doesn’t know about. HUNGARIAN
WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES. HUN-
GARY/CANADA, 1996, 106 MINS. 

MEN IN THE NUDE
Károly Esztergalyos

This solemn Hungarian drama tells

the story of Tibor, a middle-aged

writer who leaves his wife to pursue

a spotty affair with a young male

prostitute, Zsolt. Tibor claims that

his young male suitor has “awoken

something in himself” and uses this

inspiration to help revive his writ-

ing career. Consumed with lust and

the thrill of their secret relationship,

Tibor continues to stay with Zsolt

even as the lad starts to ruin every

aspect of his life. “Writer-helmer

Károly Esztergalyos eschews thriller

elements in favour of the emotional

chaos of love and desire” (Variety).

Also known as Férfiakt. IN HUNGARI-
AN WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES. HUN-
GARY, 2006, 94 MINS. 

MEN ON THE MOUNTAINS
István Szöts

The first film by Hungarian director

István Szöts tells the story of a

woodcutter who moves his family

into the serene mountains of Tran-

sylvania in search of a better life,

only finding tragedy instead. Devi-

ating from mainstream comedies

and melodramas of wartime Hun-

gary, this film captures the hard-

ships of people living in such a

beautiful yet harsh environment.

Also known as People of the Alps,

the film was shot on location in

Transylvania with a straightforward

realist aesthetic and a devotion to

the details of daily life, both of

which made a sizeable impression

on the emerging Italian Neorealists.

Winner of the Biennale Award at

the Venice Film Festival. IN HUN-
GARIAN WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES.

HUNGARY, 1942, 90 MINS. 

A MIRACLE IN CRACOW
Diana Groo

Peter, a young Jewish Hungar-

ian grows up hearing his

grandmother tell him stories

daily about a valuable book of

magic confiscated by the

Nazis. Now a bookseller, he

learns that the book is owned

by a beautiful young woman

with whom he’s fallen in love,

but from whom he’s tempted

to steal. IN HUNGARIAN, POLISH
AND YIDDISH WITH ENGLISH
SUBTITLES. HUNGARY, 2004, 95
MINS. 

THE PORCELAIN DOLL
Péter Gárdos

Director Péter Gárdos (The Last

Blues) interweaves three whimsical

fables of Hungarian rural life in this

award-winning drama. Adapted

from the novel Star Farm by Ervin

Lazar, the stories focus on life,

death, and resurrection, and feature

inventive visual techniques and

thought-provoking endings reminis-

cent of O. Henry or Rod Serling.

Set between the 1930s and 1950s,

the tales serve as allegories for the

historical events of the 20th centu-

ry. IN HUNGARIAN WITH ENGLISH SUB-
TITLES. HUNGARY, 2005, 75 MINS. 

THE RED AND THE WHITE
Miklós Jancsó

Miklós Jancsó’s haunting work

about the absurdity and evil of war.

Set in Central Russia during the

Civil War of 1918, the story details

the constant shifting of power be-

tween the White guards and the

Red soldiers, first at an abandoned

monastery, and later, at a field hos-

pital. Using the wide-screen tech-

nique consisting of very long takes

and a ceaselessly tracking camera

movement, Jancsó has fashioned a

brilliant visual style that gives his

film the quality of a surreal night-

mare. HUNGARIAN WITH ENGLISH
SUBTITLES; HUNGARY, 1968, 92 MINS. 

ROSE’S SONGS
Andor Szilágyi

An award-winning look at World

War II Budapest. A Jewish family

hides out from Nazi occupancy

with an opera singer whose beauti-

ful voice is said to protect all from

capture. With Ildikó Bánsági, Fran-

co Castellano, and David Zum. Di-

rector Andor Szilágyi was

nominated for the Crystal Globe at

the Karlovy Vary International Film

Festival. IN HUNGARIAN WITH ENGLISH
SUBTITLES. HUNGARY, 2003, 98 MINS. 

SCHOOL OF SENSES
Andras Solyom

A beautiful 20-year-old Gypsy girl,

crippled in an accident, relives her

obsessive, ultimately destructive

sexual relationship with a married

businessman through the diary she

keeps. Structured through memo-

ries that slowly reveal the price she

paid for her passion, this is a dark

yet sensual portrayal of the psycho-

logical depths of physical love. Also

known as School of Sensitivity. Of-

ficial Selection at the Prague Film

Festival. HUNGARIAN WITH ENGLISH
SUBTITLES. HUNGARY, 1995, 90 MINS. 

SILENCE AND CRY
Miklós Jancsó

The friendship between two child-

hood friends is tested in this politi-

cal drama from the great Miklós

Jancsó (The Round-Up, Electra, My

Love). After an abortive attempt by

the Communists to seize power in

1919 Hungary, the authorities set

out to find the insurgents. A lone

Communist takes refuge in a rural

area with a family, unaware that his

friend, an army officer, knows his

whereabouts. IN HUNGARIAN WITH
ENGLISH SUBTITLES. HUNGARY, 1967,
85 MINS. 

SIMON THE MAGICIAN
Ildikó Enyedi

In this clever, contemporary spin

on the story of Simon Magus, histo-

ry’s first Gnostic, a celebrated magi-

cian believed to have superior

mental powers is called to Paris to

help the police solve a murder.

While there, he falls in love with a

beautiful young girl and is chal-

lenged to a Houdini-styled escape

stunt by a rival magician. A sensu-

ous and stirring film from the direc-

tor of My Twentieth Century. IN
FRENCH AND HUNGARIAN WITH ENG-
LISH SUBTITLES. HUNGARY/FRANCE,
1999, 100 MINS. 
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SOMEWHERE IN EUROPE
Géza von Radványi

A classic WWII film, Géza von

Radványi’s gritty drama tells of a

graying musician (Artur Somlay)

who adopts misfit children who

have been orphaned by the war.

Hiding out together in a bombed-

out castle, the refugees come to

rely on one another for friendship

and survival. IN HUNGARIAN WITH
ENGLISH SUBTITLES. HUNGARY, 1947,
100 MINS. 

STALIN’S BRIDE
Péter Bacsó

Renowned filmmaker Péter Bacsó

(Oh, Bloody Life!) directs this tragi-

comedy set during Stalin’s reign. A

young, maligned woman, nick-

named Stalin’s Bride, by the cruel

townsfolk, is taken away by the au-

thorities thanks to her nickname.

She gets her just desserts, though,

when she returns to town to face

her tormenters. IN HUNGARIAN
WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES. HUNGARY,
1991, 89 MINS. 

STOP MOM THERESA!
Péter Bergendy

Adapted from a contemporary Hun-

garian best-seller by Zsuzsa Rácz,

this breezy romantic comedy fea-

tures rising star Gabriella Hámori

as the cute, quirky Kata Keki. A

successful career girl, Kata decides

to stop doing good for others and

focus on her quest for Mr. Right.

Her brother Miki and her friends

try to keep her on the right track,

but her mom continuously pressures

her to settle down. Like “Bridget

Jones goes to Budapest” (Variety). IN
HUNGARIAN WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES.
HUNGARY, 2004, 127 MINS. 

TAMAS AND JULI
Ildikó Enyedi

A young, socially awkward coal

miner and a shy kindergarten

teacher slowly overcome their intro-

verted ways and begin to fall in

love. Their romance, however, is

hindered by the dominating pres-

ence of the coal mine, a force that

proves especially overpowering on

December 31, 1999. A strong com-

mentary on man and the machin-

ery of life. Part of the 2000 Seen

by... series, in which French televi-

sion commissioned several film-

makers from around the world to

make a film using the impending

millennium as the subject or back-

ground. HUNGARIAN WITH ENGLISH
SUBTITLES. HUNGARY, 1997, 63 MINS. 

VASKA EASOFF
Péter Gothár

In this fractured fairy tale for

adults, two thieves  — Vaska and

Vanya  — steal the czar’s treasure

from the Bank of St. Petersburg by

opening the roof with a sardine

can opener taken from the nest of

a griffin. And this is only the start

of their misadventures: Vaska is

temporarily beheaded, the Red

Guards are hot on their heels, and

copious amounts of Vodka are

consumed by all. Set in Soviet Rus-

sia, Vaska Easoff was derived from

a mythical story passed among

prisoners of the Communist labor

camps. It imaginatively satirizes

life under Communist rule, while

harking back to classic Russian

folktales. “Visually dazzling” (Vari-

ety). IN RUSSIAN AND HUNGARIAN
WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES. HUNGARY,
1996, 86 MINS. 

A VILLAGE ROMANCE
Bodis Kriszia

A documentary about two women

who fall in love in a small Hungar-

ian village, once a haven for the

lesbian community. One lives in

poverty, while the other is married

to an abusive and alcoholic hus-

band who threatens to take her to

court when he finds out about her

secret. Biding her time until he’s

out of the picture, she and her

children are eventually able to

move in with her female lover. IN
HUNGARIAN WITH ENGLISH SUBTI-
TLES. HUNGARY, 2006, 50 MINS. 

WHITE PALMS
Szabolcs Hajdu

Though technically a sports film,

director Szabolcs Hajdu’s White

Palms is really a “punishing, beau-

tiful drama” (New York Times)

that foregoes the triumphant end-

ing in favour of something more

distinctive. In it, a gold medal

gymnast (Zoltán Miklós Hajdu)

struggles to get past the abusive

training he endured as a child in

communist Hungary in order to

conscientiously coach a young

Canadian Olympic team. An Offi-

cial Selection at the Toronto Inter-

national Film Festival. IN
HUNGARIAN WITH ENGLISH SUBTI-
TLES. HUNGARY, 2006, 100 MINS. 

WHO THE HELL’S BONNIE & CLYDE?
Krisztina Deák

Lili and Pali never thought they’d

be lovers, let alone bank robbers.

But that doesn’t stop the young

Hungarian couple from hitting the

road with their bags stuffed with

stolen bills. Krisztina Deák’s styl-

ish drama sets a rebel romance

against the backdrop of Eastern

European crime and corruption.

With Ildikó Ráczkevy and Gábor

Karalyos. HUNGARY, 2005, 94 MINS. 

THE WITNESS
Péter Bacsó

Péter Bacsó’s film was banned for

more than nine years. Set in 1949,

the film is a political satire that

mixes forms and styles, symbol-

ism and screwball farce. The story

concerns a functionary who’s im-

prisoned and eventually manipu-

lated into providing testimony

against his best friend, a govern-

ment minister on trial for treason.

With Ferenc Kállai, Lajos Oze and

Zoltán Fábri. HUNGARIAN WITH
ENGLISH SUBTITLES. HUNGARY, 1968,
110 MINS. 

WOYZECK (1994)
János Szász

Georg Buchner’s play, filmed sever-

al times before (including a memo-

rable adaptation by Werner

Herzog), is brought to the screen

again with vivid, chilling results by

János Szász. Living in desperate

poverty, harassed by his manager

at the railyard and ignored by his

wife, troubled Woyzeck allows him-

self to be the subject of medical

testing in order to support his fam-

ily. He finally reaches his limit

when he discovers his wife having

an affair with a policeman and the

betrayal pushes him to violence.

The black-and-white photography

effectively captures the bleak emo-

tional landscape. “A stark, boldly

expressive nod to the shadows and

angles of silent-era German cine-

ma” (Onion A.V. Club). Winner of

the Felix Prize at the 1994 Berlin

Film Festival. IN HUNGARIAN WITH
ENGLISH SUBTITLES. HUNGARY, 1994,
93 MINS. 
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March for your films!
For any self conscious filmbuff, there are always a number of films they

are looking forward to seeing in the future. The MagyarHangya distribu-
tion team is trying to break the ice with the Hangyapass, which  is a
special transferable ticket for 6 films that were festival-favourites in the
last few of years. Among these are the dizzying Enter the Void, the cute
Attenberg, and the eerie We are what we are. Tickets available at Corvin
cinema. MORE INFO AT: HTTP://MAGYARHANGYA.HU/BLOG

Vonuljatok a moziba!
Minden magára valamit is adó filmbolondnak van pár film, amit vár,

hogy végre láthasson. A MagyarHangya át akarja alakítani az eddigi
szokásokat egy különleges (és átruházható!) Hangyapass bérlettel,
amivel 6 fesztivál-kedvenc filmet nézhettek meg az elmúlt pár évből,
mint például a szédítő Enter the Void, a cuki Attenberg, és a parás
Vagyunk, akik vagyunk. A bérletek kaphatóak a Corvin moziban. TOVÁB-
BI INFORMÁCIÓK A HTTP://MAGYARHANGYA.HU/BLOG

MOVIE MANIA
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A perfect double
BUDAPEST MAKES THE PERFECT SETTING FOR MANY CITIES...

film industry

T H I N K  B U DA P E S T  CITY  MAGAZINE  PEOPLE SAY "THERE IS AN EXCEPTION TO EVERY RULE". WHY IS THERE NO EXCEPTION TO THAT ONE?

Currently, as cultural and finan-

cial honchos put Hungarian

filmmaking to an induced

coma, the only area where crews (if

only a very small number of them)

can still work are foreign productions

shooting in Budapest and other

parts of Hungary. 

Make no mistake, beyond the gen-

erous financial incentives (and the

apt crews), we are rich with exciting

locations. From the historic and war-

torn elements of downtown, to the

castles in the rural areas, or even the

rundown industrial facilities on Bu-

dapest’s outskirts, we provide perfect

backgrounds for movies of all kinds. 

Productions have been coming

since the late sixties. Below is a selec-

tion of some of the more interesting

films shot here:

One of the earliest films is The

Fixer (1966) by John Frankenheimer.

It is about a Jewish man who is un-

justly imprisoned by ther czarist

regime in Russia. 

Woody Allen, who once claimed

that he could never leave Manhattan,

is now past his prime and jumping

from one European city to another

to film. In actuality, his first venture

to the ‘outside world’ led him to Hun-

gary, where he shot Love and Death

(1977), a parody of War and Peace. 

Here’s another interesting mix:

what do Sylvester Stallone, Michael

Caine and Pelé have in common? It’s

their film, Escape to Victory (1981)

directed by John Huston. Based on a

Hungarian classic, and partly shot

here, it shows Stallone as a goalkeep-

er of a POW team playing against the

Nazi’s footballers in a special match.

Sly reportedly had a hard time play-

ing his role authentically, and thus

let many balls in. 

One of the producers of the afore-

mentioned film was Andy Vajna,

who left Hungary in 1956 and be-

came a successful producer of some

of the most well-known action flicks

of the ’80s. 

He returned to Budapest in 1988,

with Red Heat, in which Schwar -

zenegger plays a Soviet cop who has

to chase a criminal in the US. The

Moscow scenes in the beginning

were shot in the Buda Castle Dis-

trict, and the Castle posed as the

Police HQ. 

The first time when Budapest final-

ly played itself under Vajna’s pro -

ductions was in I Spy, the ’2003 film

version of the 1960’s TV series fea-

turing Eddie Murphy and Owen

Wilson. Although the place of most

action was admittedly Budapest,

there was one twist: this time, the

Castle was the palace of the bad guy,

played by Malcolm McDowell. 

Even the great Spielberg did some

weird things with the city when he

did his controversial film, Munich,

here in 2005. While it can be ex-

plained as having a tight production

schedule, (they wanted to get it

wrapped in time for Oscar consider-

ation) the fact that the area sur -

rounding the Opera provides the set-

ting for both Rome and Paris makes

Hungarians smile. 

However, there are two films that

offer true glimpses of Budapest:

Music Box (1989), in which Jessica

Lange comes here to unravel his émi-

gré father’s shady past, and Amer-

ican Rhapsody (2001), an autobio-

graphic film by Éva Gardos, in which

the young Scarlett Johansson comes

for a trip of self-discovery. 

As now Mr. Vajna is sitting on some

fat money bags, we can only hope

that his producing experience will re-

vitalize Hungarian filmmaking. 

ALTHOUGH FOREIGN PRODUCTIONS NOW MOSTLY COME FOR CHEAPER
STUDIO LOTS, HUNGARY HAS A GREAT PAST WITH “ON LOCATION” MOVIES.
MIKLÓS HORVÁTH 

I
t was a long night I was trying

to end without an alcohol-

fueled puke-o-rama which

land ed me on channel 18.

Seeking some outdated British

or American fare to anchor

myself on, I almost clicked past, but

the electronic music caught my ear.

As my bleary eyes focused slowly on

the screen, I began to resolve the

strange, black and white clip of a fam-

ily at some kind of Eastern Bloc

athletic event.

So began my exploration of the pri-

vate film presentations on Film -

múzeum. There is obviously a lot of

good work that goes into the videos.

The schedule is unclear to me, but

after midnight never fails so far. The

content is engaging, to say the least. I

do not feel like a voyeur watching peo-

ple's lives play out on the television

screen, but more of a sociologist. I do

wonder at the stories behind the films.

In one evening, two films struck

me the most interesting. One, which

appeared to be a vacation roll from

the 1970s, featured a family in New

York. Set to an uptempo but still re-

laxed techno track, it showed the

drive into the city from the airport,

complete with massive 1970s muscle

cars, sedans, station wagons and

surly New York City driving habits.

The requisite skyline shot featuring

the World Trade Center, Empire State

Building and others was well shot

and thankfully brief.

It could have been any vacation

reel from any family in the world vis-

iting New York. But it wasn't. They

were Hungarian. They were only ob-

viously Hungarian because they

dressed their "tweenish" son in tradi-

tional garb. 

Believe you me, unless you are

clueless, you don't wear traditional

Hun garian garb in New York in the

1970s, complete with hat, knee-high

(pinned) socks, and lederhosen-like

suspender-shorts. To paraphrase a

character from Office Space, "No, I

believe you get your ass kicked for

doing something like that."

The reel shifted to the arrival of an

elderly couple and their interaction

with the boy in inappropriate outfit.

Ah, a clue. Grandparents? Is this their

first meeting with their grandson?

Did they flee the post-WWII, post-

1956 Hungary? They looked frail as

they fawned on the boy. Perhaps

some hardship allowed this visit from

their family, or maybe their child had

"gone with the program" back home.

I don't know. The film ended with

shots of the father and mother with

the elderly couple and then their

Scarlett Johansson in American Rhapsody (2001)

media
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entry into a taxi and departure as the

sound track wound down into piano

playing.

The second film was no less interest-

ing. Dozens of people assembled

gliders and watched as others were

towed into the air behind a rather stout

(if old-looking) single-prop airplane.

The music was a little mechanical but

featured windy sound FX interspersed

with the clanks and clinks of the indus-

trial beatline. The caption underneath

(featured in all of these mashups) men-

tioned Pécs and a year in the early 80s,

but I was more focused on the action.

But the thought occurred to me that

such an extravagant hobby was either

somehow formally subsidized or these

were very privileged people, indeed.

Members of the Party? Military person-

nel? Who had this kind of spare

influence and/or cash here in the years

when even Schwarzenegger could not

find toilet paper on the film set (1988's

Red Heat)? But I also noticed three pi-

lots of four shown entering the cockpit

were women. Bully for Hungary, etc.,

unless it was just because women are

lighter, allowing more cargo.

Sure, you can also find some English

language stuff on Filmmúzem. But be-

fore you seek that shelter, take a little

trip into the past, as recorded by the

common (or privileged) people of the

Hungarian past. Check out Privátfilmek. 

Oh, sounds bad, you say? If you can't

appreciate a few well-crafted hours of

the strange world of Hungarian home-

brewed Super8 goodness, then I

apologize. You have no soul and the

world is made for those of us who do.

Heck, I would attend a party solely

based on drinking at a bar that showed

nothing but this footage and played

only its soundtrack. Hmm... 

Beyond the intrinsic value to be had in

just watching and wondering (in various

altered states), there is a bonus for those

who submit films. They will produce a

DVD of your films in exchange for the

right to use the footage however they

please. We've gathered the info for you

would-be immortals below. Check out the

rest of the page to see what's showing,

they have some great stuff on offer. 

- FILMMÚZEUM M SORSZOLGÁLTATÓ ZRT.
(XI BUDAPEST, LOMB U. 23-27. FILMMUZEUM
@CHELLOCENTRALEUROPE.COM TEL: +36 1
236 9100. TO DONATE SUPER8 OR OTHER
FORMATS TO THE ARCHIVE (PRIVÁT FILM-
GY JTEMÉNY ALAPÍTVÁNYBA), PLEASE WRITE
TO: SUPER8PRIVATFILM@GMAIL.COM.

IF YOU ABSOLUTELY, POSITIVELY MUST SEE THE
PRIVATE LIVES OF HUNGARIANS DURING COMMU-
NISM'S REIGN (SET TO A SUPERCHILL SOUND-
TRACK) ... ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES.
FRANKLIN PRUETT

PRIVÁTFILMEK ON AT
FILMMÚZEUM...
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Back to Black & White
WHY WATCH OLD MOVIES? 

the classics

Well, for one thing, the really

good ones are a lot less

boring than you might

think. Lots of people are put off by

black and white films, and of course

it’s hard to know what you’re getting

when you’re not familiar with the

stars, the directors, the writers…

things which help us decide which

film to watch at the cinema today. 

But there are some movie stars

that – despite being dead and in black

and white – still manage to exude a

certain charm, a certain humour.

Leading men Humphrey Bo gart, Cary

Grant, Jimmy Stewart and Clark

Gable are all famous for a reason, and

Katherine Hepburn, Mar - lene Diet-

rich, Bette Davis and Greta Garbo

were not just pretty faces. They, and

others, delivered the classic, unforget-

table lines and sharp witticisms of the

gilded age of movies.

Bette Davis, for example, is unfor-

gettable in All About Eve (1950). She

commented, “Remind me to tell you

about when I looked into the heart of

an artichoke,” decapitating an other-

wise boring story before it was

decanted again by her erstwhile

beau. Another? Take Cary Grant in

‘Arsenic and Old Lace’ (1944) who

says that insanity does not run in his

family, “it gallops.”

Of course, some of the stars and

many of the films are forgotten for a

reason, and not worth the price of ad-

mission. So, if you’d like to get to know

your old movies a little better, sparing

yourself the risk of monochromatic

boredom, let me recom - mend a less

antiquated (and safer) way in.

The Hudsucker Proxy (1994), an

early Coen Brothers movie, is essen-

tially a 1930s movie set in the 50s,

made in the 1990s. It combines

something of the charm of each

decade. It has the sharp, quick-fire di-

alogue of the classic 1930s “rom-

coms,” including that blistering back

and forth between the male and fe-

male leads. They of course start off

grating on each other’s nerves, then

later realise they can’t live without

each other. The visual flare of the art

deco New York of the 1950s makes

only highlights the absurdist cynical

postmodern humour of the 1990s. 

It’s a mix of classic genres: rags to

riches, country bumpkin comes to

town, boy meets girl, and the battle of

good and evil. Jennifer Jason Leigh per-

fect as the hardboiled ace newspaper

reporter who talks at 120 words per

minute, Tim Robbins as the innocent

rube with more to him than meets the

eye and Paul Newman as the grave,

Mephistophelean, scheming, elder

statesman. It’s a very funny film, both

visually and verbally. My favourite line

is Tim Robbins, having just met the

film’s imposing heroine offering her a

“cigareet?” in confusion, and is in

colour, for those who are put off by div-

ing in straight at the deep end. 

It’s also based on two older movies,

Frank Capra’s (he of It’s a Wonderful

Life fame) Mr Deeds Goes to Town

(1936), from which it gets its soft

heart and hardboiled surface (and a

good deal of its inspiration). Howard

Hawks’ His Girl Friday (1940), also

adds in the classic of the back and

forth dialogue of the high-flying and

hard-pressed couple who love each

other under it all. 

Next time you have an empty

evening and a hankering for the

movies, rent the The Hudsucker

Proxy, and if you like it, watch Mr

Deeds next. If you’re still not tired of

old movies, then make some time for

His Girl Friday. If you enjoy them all,

look back with us again soon for

more on a life in black & white.

WHY SPEND AN EVENING WITH LONG-DEAD AND (SOMETIMES LONG-
FORGOTTEN) MOVIE STARS, WHO CAN’T EVEN MANAGE TO BE IN
COLOUR? WHAT RELEVANCE DO THE MOVIES OF THE ‘30S AND ‘40S
HAVE FOR US TODAY?
MARK BACZONI, KISBACZONI@HOTMAIL.COM

LOCAL CLASSIC

The Red and the
White
Miklos Jancso -
Hungarian with
English subti-
tles, 1968

Miklos Jancso's
haunting work
about the absurdity
and evil of war. Set in Central Russia
during the Civil War of 1918, the
story details the constant shifting of
power between the White guards and
the Red soldiers, first at an aban-
doned monastery, and later, at a field
hospital. Using the wide-screen tech-
nique consisting of very long takes
and a ceaselessly tracking camera
movement, Jancso has fashioned a
brilliant visual style that gives his film
the quality of a surreal nightmare.



Telik a padlás ígéretekkel
A FILMMŰVÉSZETI EGYETEMRE VALÓ NEHÉZ BEK-
ERÜLÉS OKÁN AZ UTÓBBI ÉVEKBEN TÖBB IN-
TÉZMÉNY IS ALAKULT, AMELYEK – SAJÁT HIT -
VALLÁSUK SZERINT – A FILMKÉSZÍTÉS GYAKOR-
LATI OLDALÁT TANÍTANÁK MEG.
YELENA ROSSINI

A
Werk Akadémia filmkészítő tan-

folyama számos ismert oktatóval

büszkélkedhet, akiknek a neve

azt sugallja, hogy aki ide jelentkezik, az

előbb-utóbb filmet fog tudni csinálni.

Természetesen az oktatókon túl sokat

nyom a latban az I’m Film és a Sparks

támogatása, akik gyártó cégként és

technikai segítőként hozzájárulnak

ahhoz, hogy a leendő rendezők meg

tudják valósítani az ötleteiket. Idén a

Toldi mozi adott helyett a másodéves

rendezők féléves vizsgafilmjeinek. Réz

András, az Akadémia egyik atyja hálá-

ja jeléül kitüntette az I’m Film egyik

vezetőjét. Az iskola önreklámozásának

másik megnyilvánulása az első kisfilm

volt, amelyben egy volt hallgató, Győri

Balázs klipjét láthattuk, amelyet a nor -

vég Röyksopp együttes által meg -

hirdetetett klipversenyre készített, - és

nyert. Ezután következett a hat kisfilm,

összesen négy rendezőtől. Pandur

Gergely első munkája, az Ilyen a sors

egy némafilmes eszközrendszerrel

elkészített történet, egy félresikerült

kapcsolatról, és egy új reménysugárról.

A második filmje, az Obscura már

ennél többet mutat, mivel a 3D-s ani-

mációkkal és egyéb képi trükkökkel

tűzdelt munka egy horrorfilm bevezető

filmecskéje, ami nem átall a Kör-ből és

a Harag-ból nyúlni, ám a gyenge

színészi játék (az elátkozott házba ra-

gadt főszereplő nem tűnik túl ré - mült -

nek) és a döcögő rendezés nem tesz

eleget a műfaji kívánalmaknak, ami

tönkreteszi az élményt. Műfaj tekinte -

tében az egyik legígéretesebb Reszeli

Soós András munkája, a Stréber volt,

ami önmagát kelet-európai gengszter-

filmként hirdeti, de jól alkalmazza a

Guy Ritche-s kimerevítéseket, és beál-

lításokat. Jó arcokat, jó figurákat lá -

tunk, így annál kiábrándítóbban hatott,

mikor a történet hirtelen fél - beszakad,

és egy érthetetlen befejezéssel véget is

ér. Kérdés, van-e benne több. Ha nem

is stréber, de a Gyerekjáték amolyan

„jótanulós” vizsga - munka, ami egy

szuper hős botladozásait mutatja be,

ám a keletkező konfliktus kirobbanása

helyett kid- erül, hogy valójában csak

egy gyerek játszadozásának voltunk

szemtanúi. Strommer Marianna két

filmje az, amelyek mind történetük-

ben, mind megvalósításukban túlmu -

tat nak társaik munkáin. Ezek közül a

Pad egyszerűbb, mégis, kivit el ez -

ésében átlagon felüli. A film lényegé -

ben egyet- len snittből áll, ahol a kam-

era (operatőr: Hartung Dávid) először

egy kisfiút követ a parkban, majd

annak anyukáját, aki egy volt tanárá-

val találkozik a padnál. Az öreg nem

reagál, mígnem a nő fel nem rángatja

onnan. Az öreg zavarodott: mintha

órák estek volna ki az életéből. Gyor-

san el is köszön, de ekkor a nő ül le a

helyére… A másik film, a beszédes

című Noé, egy férfit mutat be, aki egy

természeti katasztrófa után akár ölni

is képes egy fekete ládikáért, amely -

nek tartalma akár az emberiség sorsát

is befolyásolhatja. A jelenlegi finan-

szírozási helyzetben kérdésessé vált,

mikor tudnak a produceri cégek ismét

pénzhez jutni, így az is kétségessé

vált, hogy az alkotóknak mikor nyílik

újra lehetősége filmet készíteni. 

Az eltérő minőségű munkák ellen -

ére bízom benne, hogy az alkotók

nevét hamarosan viszontláthatjuk a

mozivásznakon.

- WWW.WERKAKADEMIA.HU
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Keeping Tight with The Stagger Rats 
SCOTLAND SPAWNS SOMETHING BEYOND THE INDIE-ROCK SMARM OF THE NOW,

music

T H I N K  B U DA P E S T  CITY  MAGAZINE  FACT: ALBERT EINSTEIN NEVER KNEW HOW TO DRIVE A CAR. 

The Stagger Rats are atypical.

They were waiting for me at

Brody House, perfectly on

time. They are not rock stars yet, but

just over three years after their forma-

tion in Edinburgh, Scotland, there

are hints of that magic status begin-

ning to waft about.

“We’ve managed to get out and get

tight a few times, I’d say,” their

bassist, Jack Sandison says through

a self-conscious smile.

I figured that, after chatting with a

slightly knackered and tipsy Kai Wal-

lace (their drummer) at a party few

weeks before. But then, their time in

Budapest with WP-Ents has been all

about getting tight. Tight music in

the studio, tight schedules all day,

and then tight at night.

But how have they enjoyed Bu-

dapest? They have the night life

down pat, on and off the stage, but

even with all-day recording sessions

guided by veteran producer Owen

Morris (who produced for both

Oasis and The Verve), there was still

some sightseeing.

“The gigs were all good, but we did-

n’t get to see much,” guitarist Daniel

Paylor lamented, easing back into the

couch ruefully. 

“But we got to go to the baths quite

a lot,” interjected Jack, which imme-

diately everyone agreed to with

smiles and chuckles. No stories leak

out. But there certainly are a few they

keep to themselves, despite prod-

ding… tight, indeed.

Morris was apparently all about

business during his month produc-

ing. “He was either cracking the whip

or sleeping on the couch next to it,”

Paylor said. 

The band formed over the winter

in 2008, calling its music “Gypsy

Death Funk.” 

What the other members all have in

common is a school, Dunbar Gram-

mar, a secondary public school in

East Lothien, Scotland. That is, except

Sandison, a Stagger Rat for two years.

“We found (Jack Sandison) with a

singles ad,” quipped Paylor, looking

at him wryly. “It said, ‘Four lonely

young men looking for an ass to

smash,’ didn’t it?”

Everyone laughed until Jack waved

my attention over, “It was through ac-

quaintances. And I had met Daniel

before in a club once.” And Kai is

quick to point out that he did not

know Paylor, guitarist Craig Mc-

Mullen or electric organist Callum

Easter in school. “I was four years

ahead,” he said. 

“I was king of the school,” Easter

interjected. I pressed a bit and he

rolled his eyes, “I was not king of the

school,” he admitted. “But I managed

to make it through.” 

Before the band and during its

startup phase, they all were going

about fairly mundane lives on the

dank, cold Scottish north coast. Wal-

lace worked with his father, who is

helping manage the band a bit, as a

plumber. 

Asked what his work was, Callum

lit up a bit and broke into a barker’s

cant, “Young man with a van! Got

odd jobs? Call Callum!”

McMullen and Paylor both count

as their best jobs work in a chicken

hatchery. But they were not tending

fluffy baby chicks with tender care.

“We killed the defective ones,” Pay-

lor says matter-of-factly, leaning

forward a bit.

“It was quite good, actually,” Paylor

said, leaning back again, hands be-

hind his head. “It really gave me a

buzz to kill an organism smaller than

me. It’s how I entertained myself.”

A FRESH SOUND, A FEATURE FILM TOTING THEIR DEBUT SINGLE ON
ITS DVD, AND GIGS INTO THE FUTURE. THE STAGGER RATS JUST MAY BE
ROCK’S “NEXT BIG THING.”
FRANKLIN PRUETT
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If he is putting me on, he hides it well.

His statement, that he is a small person

and enjoyed having that power, seems

like a practiced, prepared rationale.

Tight.

“I have a two-headed chick from

there,” McMullen said. Someone

groaned. “It’s on my wall in at home.”

To be clear, it is not framed, according

to both McMullen and Paylor. It’s nailed

“straight in.” It’s macabre, even for

chicken eugenicists, so to speak.

None of them ply their trades on the

road, save for Jack, who was, when the

band started, studying Culinary Arts at

Edinburgh. “I am the cook of the

group,” he says, murmurs of agreement

affirming him. “I make a really good

bacon butty.”

Their first gig in Budapest was at the

debut of PIMP, a feature film mock-doc-

umentary about a SOHO panderer.

Their debut single, “See Through Spi-

ders,” features in the film and on the

DVD, along with its video. It can also be

seen on YouTube (see below).

Their debut album is ready to go and

in the final stages of development. As

they prepared to return to Scotland and

a bevy of new gigs, finishing touches

were imminent.

“We’re going over to do some photos

for the album tonight,” Easter confided.

“No title, yet, but that will come,”

Wallace said. He seemed to be reassur-

ing himself and nodded to the other

bandmembers.

“Oh, it will come,” agreed Paylor. But

it’s probably going to be shit.”

Naming things is not their strong

point. The group itself had no name for

months while they tried and rejected

everything they heard, wrote or

thought of. Finally, they agreed on an

approach.

“We took the next thing that some-

one said and agreed to use that,”

McMullen said. “And that was it.”

Well, not quite. They are also not

very good with names. So, when peo-

ple called them the Shatter Bats, The

Splatter Hats and the Scatter Cats, they

took it in stride. Except Easter, who

was not helping much.

“I actually called us the Scatter Cats

for about a week,” he said, looking

around at the band. “I had everyone

thoroughly confused.”

“The worst,” said Paylor, leaning n a

bit, “was this woman who asked me if I

was with the Scatter Goats. Scatter

Goats? Who is that?”

The music itself is driving, energy-

laden rock with a strange mix of funk

and modern rock. Four band members,

Wallace is the exception. in addition to

playing an instrument in virtuoso

form, do vocals in some manner. Every-

thing is polished and taut. 

Their debut single should be enough

to keep a rock fan or music aficionado

happy. However, a quick search at

gashaus.com’s video jukebox (www.

gashaus.com/video-jukebox.html)

shows a page full of decent live record-

ings, official and unofficial, to check

out more of their work. Coming up

next for the rats are the three singles,

“I’m in Love,” “Fuzzy Fuzzy,” and

“Sleeping Off Ecstasy.”

We’ll be watching and waiting for the

final album release. As for when that

may be, WP-Ents says they expect to

tour the band a bit to generate interest,

then release the album after the sum-

mer festival season. I think it may not

take that long…

WWW.THINK-MAGAZINE.COM

“We found (Jack San-
dison) with a singles
ad,” quipped Paylor,
looking at him wryly.
“It said, ‘Four lonely
young men looking 

for an ass to smash,’
didn’t it?”
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T H I N K  B U DA P E S T  CITY  MAGAZINE  ORTHODOX RABBIS WARNED THAT NYC DRINKING WATER MIGHT NOT BE KOSHER; IT CONTAINS HARMLESS MICRO-ORGANISMS THAT ARE TECHNICALLY SHELLFISH. 

Iam a worrier. I’m constantly

caught in my head thinking

about all the things that might go

wrong or could go wrong in the fu-

ture. From the obsessive-compulsive

relationship I have with double-

checking that my stove burners are

switched off to the sleepless nights I

spend thinking about the complexi-

ties of climate change and the

financial crisis.

There is one issue in particular that

really causes my stress levels to go off

the scale though: water – and every-

one having it for free. It probably

started in primary school watching

videos of polar bears floating out to

sea on tiny ice-floats in the ever-

warming Arctic Ocean or images of

women carrying dirty, plastic jugs on

their head for miles across a dessert

in a world I could not relate to. 

We were taught as six year olds

never to leave the tap running while

brushing one’s teeth (a practice I

have never forgotten) and to never to

take a shower longer than seven

minutes. Water is too precious to let

run down the drain.

By the time I reached grade three

I knew that the world was running

out of water and it was all my fault.

As a university student I was dedicat-

ed to promoting water as a human

right. I bought fair-trade t-shirts with

witty slogans promoting people to

drink tap water. I handed in my re-

search papers on soft drink

companies’ advertising strategies to

encourage Canadians to drink fresh,

pure, mountain spring water from

beautiful, glaciers rather than the

chlorinated poison that the govern-

ment provided us for free. I made sure

all my friends knew that the bottle of

water they had purchased cost them

more per liter than it would to buy

gasoline, and that the water wasn’t

from a clean, fresh spring – it was

from a local tap. They were such fools!

For two years, I didn’t buy a single

bottle of water. I insisted that I was

given water from a tap at every restau-

rant and venue I graced my presence

at. I was able to stop worrying about

those polar bears. I lugged a PET-free

water bottle with me where ever I

went. Its weight reminded me of those

who weren’t so lucky to have potable

water available to them. I was taking

my “one-step” against climate change.

Ah, yes, I had become a preachy

environmentalist. But then, I moved

to Hungary. A foreign country, home

to an unconquerable language, a diet

high in meat, and people that look at

you oddly for insisting on csap víz

(Or is it csap vízet?!). I lost my PET-

free water bottle and re-focused my

stress on finding the post office, set-

ting up a new home, and managing

my incredibly low budget.

I was wooed by the wide array of

water available in the local grocery

store: tiny glass bottles, interesting

new brands and to top it off ? Exotic

fizzy water! Back home, you see, that

fine delicacy was only for the very

rich and prestigious who could afford

to buy French Perrier. But here in

Hungary - it was the same price as

regular water. In fact, the blue bottles

(which to me logically means still

water) were actually filled with the tin-

gle-in-your-mouth, delight your

stomach goodness that is soda water!

I became enamored, buying this

treat wherever I went. No more tap

water for me when I am dining – I will

take your best mineral water, just like

a proper European. After over a year

of this, the novelty began to wear off

and the ghosts of the well-trained, en-

vironmentally conscious child and

eco-friendly, pretentious college girl I

once was began to haunt me.

“All it takes is one small step to pre-

vent climate change”, it would mur -

mur as I unscrewed the lid. “You, just

like everyone, else are responsible for

this planet”, it’d say as the muscles in

my neck contracted from the stress I

felt when I casually tossed my fourth

bottle of the week into the trashcan.

“Think of the polar bears… They won’t

be able to swim to land anymore. All.

Because. Of. YOU!” it would scream

as I opened my fridge to reveal three

different kinds of fizzy water.

I had to cut back. I already work

pretty hard at restricting myself from

the things I love. I only eat meat a few

times a week (you know it takes more

energy to produce a cow then it does

a carrot – and just think of the way

that meat has been processed). I try to

buy local produce when I can find it

(but the bananas from Costa-Rica are

so good). Even on my low budget I try

to buy eco-friendly dish-washing soap.

Cutting back on my bubbly water

addiction in order to calm my worry-

ing stomach is still a work in progress

for me. But as I spend my nights toss-

ing and turning over the decisions I’ve

made I am beginning to get quite

angry. Why are we the ones to have to

fix everything “one small step at a

time”? Why is it that we are told to stop

buying plastic water bottles in order to

save the planet? Why do we have to be

responsible for changing all our light

bulbs and buying energy saving prod-

ucts? Why are we the only ones who

do anything about this mess?

Let me step on my eco-friendly, re-

cycled-material soap box for a

moment and rant to all the big-wig,

policy making, corporation owning

political power players for a moment.

Why don’t you folks start making

changes – tax bottled water manufac-

tures, limit plastic production, stop

poisoning our fresh water sources

and for God’s sake stop privatizing

water! Don’t you realise how many ul-

cers you are causing me?! 

“Think of the polar
bears… They won’t
be able to swim to
land anymore. All.

Because. Of. YOU!” it
would scream as I

opened my fridge to
reveal three different
kinds of fizzy water.

Bubbling Guilt in a Bottle
MINERAL WATER TEMPORARILY SEDUCES AN ECO-SAVVY CONSUMER INTO A GUILT-RIDDEN HERETIC

MAYBE IT ISN'T REALLY THE INDIVIDUAL CONSUMER'S BURDEN ALONE
TO SOLVE EVERY ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEM THE WORLD NOW FACES.
THAT IS, UNLESS STRESS-RELATED AILMENTS ARE A SOLUTION IN AND
OF THEMSELVES.
JILL PIEBIAK, JPIEBIAK@GMAIL.COM



In the middle of a hot August evening, I dropped in at Janis Pub and had a

beer. It was the last one I would get from the little pub for almost five

months. The beer was fine, but the doors inexplicably closed afterward.

Nevertheless, I would peer in once in a while, wondering if this was yet an-

other cool but unused space that would be left in the economic dust. It was

chock full of Janis Joplin memorabilia and nautical bric-a-brac. Something

about it evoked San Francisco and the heyday of Joplin’s career. I wanted to

sit down for another beer.

Thankfully, I can do so at will again. Broth-

ers Béla and Istvan Botos have taken the space

over and have made some useful changes for

the reopening. It looks like this time around,

the shop is open for good. The brothers, along

with bartender and Karaoke DJ Zsolt Banusz,

have set up Wednesdays through Saturdays as

karaoke nights in the nicely furnished base-

ment. They have a cool retro-looking stage that

features bands on some weekends, including a

Janis tribute from time to time.

On Fridays and Saturdays, never mind

karaoke or live music if you don’t want to take

part. The upstairs is crowded enough, without

being impossible to move around in, and the

karaoke disappears in the hum. Hang out with

the mix of locals and tourists from the neigh-

bouring Best Western “Art Hotel.” On one

night, I exercised my German, Spanish, terrible

Hungarian, scant Dutch and even less worthy

Italian in the space of three hours (and beers). 

The staff speaks a pretty extensive range of

languages themselves, not the least of which is

English. What’s really a draw for me in the new

Janis Pub is the home cooking. Every night I have popped in has featured the

delicious, home-style, flavourful non-tourist version of Hungarian cuisine.

The brothers’ mother currently cooks up something almost every day of the

week. Call ahead and see what is available.

So far, I have enjoyed rich, delicious and authentic bableves (a bean soup

made with delicious smoked ham in this case), töltött káposzta (amazingly

flavourful meat-stuffed cabbage with sour cream) and my favourite, babgulyás

(excellent, with fresh bread and a thicker, spicier base than the bableves). 

I also enjoy their Hungarian Óriás Hambi. It is good drinking food! The

sauce and pickles are well contained by an egg bun that does not fall apart.

Its fills its small plate, leaving no room nor need for fries. The condiments are

cold, the beef hot and cheese melted.

Call ahead for reservations on weekends, especially for large groups. It gets

crowded! Also, the brothers may be able to do something special for you,

such as have mom prepare a specific dish. The décor has not changed, which

is a good thing. Take your time on your first visit and check out the walls.

They are dotted with images, items and articles a fan will love, and seem to re-

mind you she loved, sang and wrote the blues, because Janis lived them. The

nautical references hearken back San Francisco, but also to her time in Port

Arthur, Texas, where she was an outcast. 

Once you’ve seen the memorabilia upstairs, head downstairs and say hello

to Janis herself, in the form of a statue protected from stumbling, drunk

karaoke partiers by a metal grate and a fence, as if she is permanently per-

forming in a roughhouse honky-tonk... it’s a pretty cool likeness. There’s also

a perfect booth for a date (or whiling away long hours) chatting hidden be-

hind her, away from the hubbub. I have high hopes for Janis’s reopening. If

they can keep the home-style chow coming, they will keep me coming back

for more, certainly. If you are a tourist, it is a friendly place to try some truly

authentic Hungarian cooking while surrounded by some very interesting,

eclectic and cool decorations. 

— Janis Pub: 1053 Budapest, Király Pál u. 8, Tel: (06 1) 266 2619,

www.Janispub.hu, Hours: Mon. Through Thur.: 4pm to 2am, Fri. and

Sat.: 4pm to 3am, Closed Sun. 
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Janis Pub rocks on...
THE NEW JANIS PUB COMES THINK-RECOMMENDED

foodie

NOT AN IRISH PUB, A FAMILY PUB, AND A ME-
MORIAL TO JANIS JOPLIN. AN UNLIKELY MIX OF
KARAOKE, HUNGARIAN HOME COOKING AND
UNIQUELY TASTY PUB BURGERS IN CENTRAL
PEST, IT ODDLY WORKS WELL.
FRANKLIN PRUETT

NEED A JOB? JANIS PUB IS SEEKING
BOTH A BARTENDER/WAITRESS AND

A COOK. GO SEE THEM!



BARS
A CLOCKWORK
NARANCS
Moloko Bar draws crowds with in-
spiration from Kubrick

From the outside, you would
not suspect that Moloko Bar is a
sendup to “A Clockwork Or-
ange.” Or maybe you would,
considering all the devotchkas,
malchicks and droogs wandering
in and out. 

The name itself is taken from a
drink (moloko drencrom) favored
by the main character Alex,
(played brilliantly by Malcolm Mc-
Dowell). Moloko is Russian for
milk, but in the movie, it is a
primer for “a bit of the old ultra-
violence.” Luckily, I have seen
none of that at Moloko, save for
on the basement big-screen on a
slower night, where Mortal Kom-
bat is played.

We at Think have been coming
here for our drinks and a bit of
relaxation since we started in Au-
gust. The relaxed atmosphere
and the fast service is one draw
that the cheap drink prices only
add to. That, and the waiters
venturing out onto Egytem,
Square is pretty convenient in the
hot summer months.

And now, Moloko is bringing
the entertainment out to the
square as well. Owners Gergely
and Máté Ulicza plan to have a
stage outside, with musicians and
performance in general to draw
the crowds to them. 

We think it’s brilliant. Mixing
the best of the ruin pubs and
more traditional spots, Moloko
will naturally extend its services
to the plaza, while customers can
soak in some sun or relax in the
cool outside breeze during the
often cloying summer nights.

The bar itself is, on the inside,
a cozy neighborhood bar, but
decorated and painted in blacks
and reds, exposed beams fes-

tooned with friends’ photos and
snapshots of events from the
past. A foosball table sits against
the staircase, and is used often
and roughly, but well-maintained.

Upstairs you will find a loft
with a low ceiling to lounge in,
either to the music they have
pumped in from the computer
downstairs or from DJs spinning
in the basement. Sometimes the
loft is reserved for a party, so be
sure to check for a small sign or
note reading, “foglalt” (reserved)
before you sit down at a table.

It’s a bit more reminiscent of
the movie when you head down-
stairs. The walls of the basement
are painted in the same style and
font as Korova, with all of the
various milk mixes from the
movie on display, painted on the
roof and walls. The disco ball,

oddly, does not seem at all out of
place. The basement plays host
to DJs and other events, so it is
always a good idea to see what is
going on that night when you
buy your first round.

Wine here is fairly limited, and
mostly for mixing with soda
water (for a drink called fröccs).
Beer is also light on selection, but
Moloko more than makes up for
it with its amazingly complete
liquor offerings. In a country
whose national drink is Pálinka,
who carries Calvados? Moloko,
and at a much cheaper price than
anyone else we have found.

Don’t overlook their coffee.
They have a great selection of
coffee drinks on their menu and
the staffers are all competent
baristas. Irish coffee made with
espresso, anyone?

The service is good, but not all
of the servers speak perfect Eng-
lish. That’s fine, they speak
enough to be conscientious and
get you what you want from the
bar. They’ll also fill you in one
what they know is going on
around town if you need a tip,
and generally make everyone feel
welcome. 

The crowd inside is also gener-
ally warm and, should you ven-
ture a halting word or two in
Hungarian, they will quickly
warm even more. It’s also a good
mix of ages and demographics.
From the businessman who is in
for a quick drink before he goes
home, to the pack of students in
for a late night of partying and/or
studying, it varies in a good way.

We couldn’t recommend them
more, and we’ll see you there.
Bowler hats and white clothing
plus black boots... definitely op-
tional. 

— Moloko Bar: V. Budapest,
Kiralyi Pal utca 6, Tel: (+36 70)
581-4906, www.moloko.hu.
Hours: Monday-Thursday: 10PM
– 02PM, Friday: 10AM – 04PM,
Saturday 4PM to 4AM, Sunday,
4PM to 12AM
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A 2009-ben létrehozott Fogasház célja, hogy
közérthető formában, egymás mellett mutassa
be a kortárs művészeti és civil aktivitásokat, a
közönséget nem szeparálva, hanem bevonva az
adott tevékenységbe. Céljuk az, hogy az érdek-
lődők ne csak passzív tudásra tegyenek szert a
programok látogatása során, hanem olyan na -
prakész tudást szerezzenek, amit a hétköznapi
életükbe integrálva jobban megérthetik a kö rü -
löttük zajló folyamatokat, tudatosabban al -
akíthatják a mindennapjaikat.

A Ház, a Kohó Kulturális és Közművelődési
Egyesület kulturális központról alkotott koncep-
ciója alapján, annak egy adott, VII. kerületi
bérházra alkalmazott modellje szerint működik.
A lehető legtöbb művészeti ágat felvonultatva
alakítja ki programkínálatát, és műtermet, műhe-
lyet biztosít több pályakezdő, fiatal művésznek
is. Az épület a városi térbe ágyazódva aktívan
kommunikál több egyetemmel, csoporttal, mű -
hellyel, civilszervezettel, közösséget építve maga
köré.

A Fogasházban Zipernovszky Kornéllal, a Fide-
lioEsttel és a Kőbányai Zeneiskolával együt t mű -
ködve, beindult a Jazzfogócska című jazz és
világzenei sorozat. Helyet biztosítanak a Kárpáti
Péter vezette Lakásszínháznak és az Ágens Társu-
lanak is. 2010 októberében, a Kohó Egyesület
szer vezésében nyílt meg a Demo Galéria, ame-
lynek kiállítótere elsősorban a közép- és kelet-
európai kortárs vizuális művészetekkel fog -
lalkozik, a városi élet problematikájára fókuszálva.

A Demo Galéria működtetésében az Egyesület
együttműködik a Képzőművészeti Egyetem Kép -
ző művészet-elmélet Tanszékével, a Videospace
Galériával, a Lumen Galériával, az Impex Mű -
vészeti Szolgáltatóval és a Rajztanárok Országos
Egyesületével. 

Idén indult ELTE-s diákok szervezésében a WEIRD
Meetup sorozat, amely a hallgatók bevonásával
tárgyal aktuális társadalmi problémákat. Az első
alkalom a Wikileaks botránnyal foglalkozott, a
második Észak-Korea propagandaművészetével.
Ezek mel lett, rengeteg más esemény, filmklub,
koncert, performansz kapott már helyet a Fogas -
ház falai között, itt mutatta be Városember című
lemezét először a hazai sztárzenekar, a 30Y,
április elején helyszínül szolgálhatott a Fringe
Fesztiválnak, de szerveztek már lakodalmat is az
újászületett bérházba.

— Bármikor is látogatsz el a Fogasházba, a jó
program mindig garantált! További információért, 
látogass el ide: www.fogashaz.hu, Budapest VII.
Akácfa utca 51

Caperdonich 1972 
A little bit of a spelling lesson for
our Hungarian hosts (and those
who should know better): 

Whisky from Scotland - Scotch
Whisky - is spelt W-H-I-S-K-Y.
There is no "E." Spirit from distill-
eries in Ireland and the United
States, that is Irish Whiskey and
American Whiskey, is spelt 
W-H-I-S-K-E-Y. Whisky or whiskey
is also made in Australia, Japan,
India, Sweden, Switzerland and
Canada among other countries,
but only whisky distilled and ma-
tured in the country of Scotland
can be named, called or labeled
Scotch Whisky. Now you know!
And one Scotch Whisky worth
looking out for is the CAPERDONICH 1972, an old classic Spey-
side whisky featuring a biscuity, spiritous nose with a bou-
quet of exotic fruit-salad dripping with honey. There are
some leathery and bourbony elements, befitting a whisky of
this age and giving it added class. Held on the palate, the
depth of flavours and excellent sweetness impress. Spice,
bourbon, freshly sawn oak, and honey. The long, chewy fin-
ish bows out with honeycomb, dark sugar sweetness and a
lemony twist. Heartwarming and delicious!

WHISKY OF THE MONTH

FOGASHÁZ

BARMANGUIDE.COM
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There's a great legend here, involves

wine and history and heroics... and it

all starts in the great little town of

Eger, Hungary. Back in 1552, the

Turks were expanding their empire

through Europe... and having con-

quered the Balkans, thousands and

thousands of them were headed west

through Hungary. They besieged the

little city of Eger on their way to West-

ern Europe. 

The townspeople of Eger holed up

in their castle. Two thousand soldiers

led by their Captain Istvan Dobo were

in the castle with the townspeople. The

castle was besieged for a month. With

food and water running short, Dobo Ist-

van and his 2,000 Hungarian warriors

dumped all the wine together. Francon-

ian, Merlot, and Cabernet, and who

knows how many local varietals were

mixed together creating a robust, ruby-

colored wine. The warriors drank it to

give them strength to fight off the Turks.

The wine spilled over their beards

and onto their clothes and armor...

coloring them blood red. It seemed

impossible for only 2,000 soldiers to

hold off 60,000 or 150,000 or 200,000

Turks. (The number depends on which

account you read... and maybe how

much wine the teller has been drinking?)

As they continued their valiant

fight, word spread among the Turks

that the Hungarians were drinking

the blood of bulls to make them

strong. Superstition forced the Turks

back as much as the valiant resistance

of the Hungarians.

The Turks were understandably

shocked. They said they had been

forced to retreat because they couldn't

defeat the Hungarians... why? They said

the Hungarian's red-stained beards

were proof that the bull's blood gave

them super-human strength and en-

durance. And that is when the legend

of Bulls Blood Wine was born.

Bull's Blood Wine, or Bikaver as the

wine is known in Hungary is the

pride of the region. The citizens of

Eger are proud to tell you that by stop-

ping the Ottoman advance back in

1522, they halted the Empire's inva-

sion of Western Europe.

The Bikaver that came out of Hun-

gary years ago was probably not

always a memorable wine by today's

standards, but all that has changed.

You can sample Bull's Blood wine all

around Eger, and it's served through-

out Hungary today. Look for it in town

or in the Valley of the Beautiful

Women... a great wine tasting valley

about a mile from town. Bikaver has

been made for centuries now, but in

the 1970s the name became exclusive

to wines grown to the Eger region.

With Hungarians eagerly improving

their wines over the last decade, it's be-

come a nice wine to drink. We enjoy

trying local wines. It's not complex,

and it's not expensive, but it is fun.

And sitting in the town square in Eger,

you wouldn't want to drop a post card

or Twitter your friends that you were

drinking Bikaver.... Oh, no.... That's too

tame.... You'd tell them you were drink-

ing Bull's Blood! 

- JEFF HALTER ALSO WRITES TRAVEL TIPS FOR
BOOKCENTRALCOAST.COM.AU, THE PERFECT
PLACE TO LOOK IF YOU NEED ACCOMMODA-
TION ON THE AUSSIE NSW CENTRAL COAST...

WHY IN THE WORLD WOULD ANYONE CALL THEIR
WINE BULL’S BLOOD?
JEFF HALTER

A Hungarian Specialty Wine
from the Valley of the Women
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Nos, igen, a Május. Az

áprilisi esők jóvoltából

bújnak elő a virágok, a

hölgyek egyre rövidebb szoknyák-

ban mennek dolgozni vagy buliba, cserébe

pedig a férfiak is pucér felsőtesttel parádéz-

nak a pályákon (persze nem mindenkinek

muszáj). A fürdőruhaszezon már a sarkon

toporog, ami mellé kétsébeesve kutatunk

programok után itt az Agendában. Vadásza -

tunk elején induljunk a rejtélyes Feszti -

viál-terepre. Hosszú hajú férfiak és nők

tépett ruhában, esetleg félmeztelenül a szín-

padnál, vagy a sörcsapoknál a METAL -
FESTEN (lásd a keretes részt), bár én magam

a május 13-14 közötti FŐZDEFESZTRE
KÉSZÜLÖK. A helyszín a Mikszáth Kálmán

tér, alig tízpercnyire a Kálvin tértől. A szer -

vezők célja, hogy népszerűsítsék az hazai

kisüzemi sőrfőzdéket. Óriási buinak tűnik,

különösen mivel az egyik program a Sörb -

ringa ahol mindenki odáig jut, amennyit

iszik! Itt is sok félmeztelenség és bikinitop

várható. www.fozdefeszt.hu. Aki nem bírja a

sörszagot, vagy alantasnak találja a

fémzenét, annak igényesebb programmal

szolgálhatunk: Május 14-én az iF Caféban

hofi leszervezte nekünk az ARI BORGER
QUARTETTET, ami remek kísérő a vacsora

mellé. (Cím: IX. Budapest, Raday utca 19.

(+36 1) 299-0694, www.ifkavezo.hu) A

zenekar jazzt játszik soul-os és funk-os ele-

mekkel. Érdekes zene izgalmas ételek, az

ízléses közönségnek. Az édesszájuakat

pedig várja a GRILLÁZS MAJÁLIS a Magyar

Kereskedelmi és Vendéglátó-ipari Múzeum-

ban (V. Budapest, Szent István tér 15, (06 1)

212-1245, www.mkvm.hu). Ez lesz az égetett

cukor mennyországa. Azok akik inkább a

járatlan utakon sietnének tovább, akik

strandpapucsos hipszterekre és a barettes

művészsajokra vágynak a nyáron, azoknak

a Trafót ajánljuk, ami május 15-én experi-

mentális hangokkal és izgalmas kom -

pozí ciók kal telik meg a VESSELS zenekar

jóvoltából. Ezen a bulin biztos, hogy em-

beredre találsz. Helyszín: IX. ker. Budapest,

Liliom u. 41. (+36-1) 215-1600, www.trafo.hu. A

koncertszezon még a nudistaszezon előtt

megkezdődik, de már itt is felvillanhatnak

különböző testfelületek. Május 28-án a

QUEENS OF THE STONE AGE játszik a Pető-

fi Csarnokban. (Budapest, XIV. kerület,

Zichy Mihály út 14.) Ennél a bandánál a

csajok biztos, hogy odateszik magukat. Je-

gyek kaphatók: www.livenation.hu. Akinek

a könyvmoly külső jön be, vagy pedig sz-

ereti a statisztikákat, az látogasson el május

20-án az OSA ARCHIVUMÁBA, (V. Budapest,

Arany Janos U. 32, (+36 1) 327-3250,

www.osaarchivum.org) ahol egy workshop

lesz a nyilvános kormányadatokról. Aki

inkább az ősi római időket akarja újraélni,

beleértve a tógapartikat és egyéb kic-

sapongásokat, azt várja Óbudán az

Aquincumi Múzeum (III. Budapest, Szen-

tendrei út 135, (+36-1) 250-1650, www.

acquincum.hu). A FLORALIA 21-i hétvégén

lesz, gladiátorokkal, életmód bemutatókkal,

és büfé az ősi római korhoz méltó lakomák -

kal. A program családbarát, úgyhogy min -

denképpen vigyél magaddal rá valakit! Ha

inkább otthonhagynád a családot, akkor

irány a Merlin, (1052 Budapest Gerlóczy utca

4, (+36 1) 317-9338, www.merlinszinhaz.hu)

ahol 21-én az angol DJ LTJ BUKEM kever a

színpadon. Itt kedvére riszálhatja magát

mindenki a drum and bass-re. Habár ma

már a régmúlt zenéjének tűnik is, még

mindig jól néz ki és jól szól a ROXETTE együttes,

akik június 1-én lépnek fel a Sportarénában.

Marie Frederikssonnál nyoma sincs az agyda-

ganatnak. Te jó ég, hogy rá voltam indulva

1986-ban. Bocs srácok... Ma már férjezett, de én

viszont az első sorból fogom nézni, mert erre

kötelez a távoltartási végzés is. Jegyek kaphatók

az www.eventim.hu or www.livenation.hu

oldalakon. A régi rockerek számára szintén iz-

galmas látványt nyújthat a SCORPIONS is június

6-án. Ez a banda Németország elsőszámú

afrodiziákuma, akik a szerelmes dalaikkal hasí-

tanak leginkább. Mindkét nem képviselői

között számíthatunk elragadó példányokra, ko-

rtól, hajszíntől-és árnyalattól függetlenül.

Számítsunk rá, hogy a jó bőrökön pedig

bőr miniszoknyák lesznek. Jegyek kapha -

tók a www.ticketportal.hu oldalon. Ha

nem ismered ezt a zenekart, akkor eddig

egy szikla alatt éltél, valahol a tenger mé-

lyén, és Patricknek hívnak!
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Headbangers unite!
MetalFest Open Air Budapest

METALFEST is back after a successful debut last year, and has invited the brave
and the head-banging to their 2011 camping trip to metal righteousness. The
mayhem, partying, camping, music and general free-for all (for 69 Euros, actu-
ally) kicks off on Friday, June 3rd at 11am. The price includes camping, but met-
alheads can rent space in nearby hostels or the camp’s dorms. After 60 hours of
rock, drinking, camping and otherwise defiance of the former Pioneer camp’s
historical underpinnings, it all draws to a close. 

LINEUP: Kreator, Cradle Of Filth, Arch Enemy, Sabaton, Wintersun, Saxon,
Rage, Stormwitch, Kataklysm… way too many to mention here. The venue is
the Csillebérc Youth and Leisure Centre, temporarily renamed the MetalFest
Open Air Festival Grounds (XII . Budapest, Konkoly Thege út 21, Tel: (06 1) 215-
6274, www.hu.metalfest.eu). Tickets: www.metalshop.hu.

Party Time!
14 ÖTLET, HOGY ELMENJ HAZULRÓL

AGENDA



14 Ways to Leave your Sofa
14 ÖTLET, HOGY ELMENJ HAZULRÓL

Ah yes, May. Spring flow-

ers from April’s show-

ers, and bikini season

is around the corner. Our

search begins in the mythical Festival-

Land. Men with long hair and women

with shredded clothes should be on tap

and possibly half-naked at METALFEST
(see the box) but the festival I am eyeing

is the inaugural CRAFT-BEER FESTIVAL
(Főzdefeszt) May 13th-14th. Occupying

Mikszáth Kálmán tér, it’s just a short

walk from Kálvin tér. Organizers want to

popularize microbrewers from around

Hungary. Expect a big party, especially

since they will have an all-you-can-drink,

hour-long, beer bike ride. Shirtlessness

and bikini potential is high for this one.

Is beer breath not your to your liking, or

Metal way too hectic and camping too

low-brow? Maybe you’d like something

with a touch of class. www.fozdefeszt.hu.

Hofi has arranged for a the ARI BORGER
QUARTET to jazz up your meal at iF Café

(IX. Budapest, Raday St. 19, (+36 1) 299-

0694, www.ifkavezo.hu) May 14. They

play jazz with elements of both soul and

funk. It’s interesting music and food, for

more finely-tuned ears and tastes. 

Into sweets? Oh my.. Go to the

CARAMEL FESTIVAL May 15th at the Mu-

seum of Trade and Tourism (V. Budapest,

Szent István tér 15, (06 1) 212-1245,

www.mkvm.hu). Burnt sugar heaven

awaits you. Maybe something a little off

the beaten path is more your speed? That

goofy hipster guy with his flip-flops or

that artsy, geeky gal with the beret and

retro-cool vibe is your idea of summer

fun? If so, try Trafo on May 15th for some

experimental sounds in interesting com-

positions by VESSELS. These Brits will

surely draw your brand of catnip. Trafo:

IX. Budapest, Liliom u. 41. (+36-1) 215-

1600, www.trafo.hu. The concert scene is

rocking into the pre-nudity season with

some good acts for evoking the exposure

of flesh. QUEENS OF THE STONE AGE
plays May 28 (Papp László Budapest

Sportaréna). The ladies will be there in

force, as they are seemingly every time

this band plays.  www.livenation.hu

Some of us like the librarian look, and

the nerdiness that goes with it. If that or

statistics is your fetish, go May 20 to the

Open Society Archives (V. Budapest,

Arany Janos U. 32, (+36 1) 327-3250,

www.osaarchivum.org) workshop on

open gov’t data.  Maybe you long to re-

live the old Roman days, with its

“Toga-optional” parties and excesses.

Well, the Aquincum Museum in Óbuda

(III. Budapest, Szentendrei út 135, (+36-

1) 250-1650, www.acquincum.hu) has

you covered. Their event, Floralia, hap-

pens around the 21st. There will be

gladiators, reenactments and food, all

during a near-forgotten feast started by

the old Romans. It’s family friendly, so go

find someone to start one with. 

Not into family-friendly events? Well,

head to Merlin (1052 BP Gerlóczy utca 4,

(+36 1) 317-9338, www.merlinszinhaz.hu)

the 21st instead. LTJ BUKEM (UK DJ

Danny Williamson) is on their stage with

some booty-shaking drum and bass.

From the pile of “oldies but goodies that

happen to still look and sound good”

comes ROXETTE. They’ll be at the

Sportaréna on June 1. Surviving a brain

tumor did nothing ill for Marie Fredriks-

son’s good looks. Man, I lusted after

her… in 1986. Sorry, guys. She’s married,

and I’m first in line. www.eventim.hu or

www.livenation.hu. More eye candy for

rockers will be at the Sportaréna for the

SCORPIONS June 5. This German band’s

a surefire aphrodisiac. Think “love ballads,”

as this is how they rock. At any rate, expect

hotties from both genders, of all ages and

hair in every shade and length. Skirts will

be mostly short and leather, of course. Lots

of leather. www.ticketportal.hu. 
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dance
Contemporary Dance Courses 

The 22-year-old Central Europe Dance Theatre (CEDT) started to build a new company in
2006, after the end of an earlier era. Csaba Szögi, artistic director of CEDT, invited young, tal-
ented dancers mainly from the first class of MU Terminal and asked choreographers like Éva
Duda, Krisztián Gergye, József Hámor for create performances to the troupe, which was
unique in the Hungarian contemporary dance scene. These three highly gifted choreographers
got the chance of working under professional circumstances and leading the young dancers
on their artistic road. This way CEDT has become the place of experiment. CEDT has kept this
way of working: repertory company and (re)invited choreographers create 2 or 3 performanc-
es each season. Klári Pataky, Gábor Katona, Anna Réti, Zsuzsa Jónás and Melinda Virág have
shown their ability on the stage of CEDT. As it is the fifth anniversary of this new working
method, CEDT would like to invite you to a festival (CEDT Fest) which takes place in Gödör
Klub between 9 and 13 May. Five days – five performances. The first three choreographers
(Duda, Gergye, Hámor) became Harangozó Awarded artists and all of them have their own
company now. You can see 3 co-productions of their troupes (Eva Duda Dance Company,
Company Krisztián Gergye, Gangaray Dance Company) and CEDT; besides these performanc-
es two choreographies will be on stage from the repertoire of CEDT during the festival.

Contemporary dance courses of József Hámor and Tímea Maday Kinga are from Monday
till Thursday at 1 p.m. Further information: gangaraycompany@gmail.com. Tickets and in-
formation: www.cedt.hu cedt@chello.hu +36303785045

concert of the summer
Carlos Santana LIVE! 
at the Budapest Sportarena July 5th
Be sure to get your tickets early: www.santana.com, www.livenation.hu and
at www.ticketpro.hu

Carlos Humberto Santana de Barragan rose from the humblest of back-
grounds. He was born in 1947, at Autlan de Navarro, Jalisco, Mexico (where a
street and public square now bear his name).  His father, was a virtuoso mari-
achi violinist and instilled a musical spirit in Carlos, who began playing violin at
age five. Later, when the family moved north to the bustling border town of Ti-
juana, Carlos took up guitar. He absorbed his first American influences listening
to American radio stations whose powerful signals reached into Mexico. He fell
under the spell of John Lee Hooker, T. Bone Walker, and B.B. King, a trinity of
guitar heroes whose styles blurred the lines between blues and jazz. 

By age 14, his family had moved to San Francisco, where Carlos graduated
high school in 1965.  The Santana Blues Band formed in 1966. Its heady con-
coction of West Coast soul, Latin percussion, groovy organ, and Carlos’
stratospheric lead guitar was an immediate sensation. By 1967, they were simply “Santana.”  Long before “world
music” was a search engine result – or was even a genre, for that matter – Carlos Santana and the band that bears
his name were laying down the tracks that would bring the electric sounds of home-grown American music to the
four corners of the earth. In turn, the music ricocheted back to western shores, filtered through the musical water-
falls of Afro-pop and Afro-beat, Caribbean voodoo-rock, and a dozen geopolitical musical zones that now regard
Santana as one of their own.

After more than 40 years on the world stage, Carlos Santana is at the pinnacle of his career, more vital and rele-
vant – and more exposed on radio, TV and the Internet – than ever before. At the essence of the band is a signa-
ture sound that is unique and instantly identifiable.  With his lifetime of achievement and dedication to music, every
move that Santana makes is a multi-cultural event – a soundtrack for the world. Santana has sold more than 90 mil-
lion records and reached over 100 million fans at concerts worldwide, to date, winning ten Grammy Awards along
the way. In 1998, the group was ushered into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, whose web page on their induction
notes, “Guitarist Carlos Santana is one of rock’s true virtuosos and guiding lights.” Among many other honours,
Carlos Santana is cited by Rolling Stone as #15 on their list of the “100 Greatest Guitarists of All Time.” On July 5th,
Santana brings his art and accolades to the Budapest Sportarena. 





F
rom my teenage years of longing to be a

real punk-rocker with pink hair (held back

by my 14 year old self-esteem issues),

through the years I spent obsessing over folk

music and the love and peace, festival lifestyle,

and finally to my now more upbeat and eclectic

tastes – I have always been a self-defined music

snob. 

I can go on for hours telling people what

bands to listen to and I could give a rat’s ass

about what they listen to. I don’t follow Top 40

radio and I cannot honestly think of a moment

in time when I ever did. Though my music tastes

have evolved, my record collection has always

stuck to the more obscure names and labels. I

am dedicated to my favourite independent

artists who don’t have a hope in hell of getting a

big distribution deal. Their albums are scratchy

but their music is fantastic.

I love the atmosphere of the shows that these

kinds of bands play. The people attending are fa-

miliar, like a group of friends who share an

inside joke; they are the type of people to sport

their newest vintage plaid shirt, ironic mous-

tache, and big Ray Ban glasses. Everyone at the

concert knows the band’s latest side-project and

owns all of their previous releases. Unfortunate-

ly, they’re a tough crowd to please – a lot of them

are fair-weather fans. 

I find it quite funny that when a no-name band

finally gets radio play, is featured in the latest

Honda commercial, or is lucky enough to be fea-

tured in an American sitcom, they get blasted

from their once loyal following. All those people

who faithfully attended concerts and continued

to seek out records in small record shops be-

cause the bands couldn’t afford to release their

album online? They suddenly turn into critics

rather than members of the dedicated fan-base. 

Here is where I exclude myself from my fellow

hipster fans – though I am not sure I have

enough irony in my closet to fit in with that

crowd. I say, kudos to you Metric, Iron and Wine,

Sea Wolf, Bon Iver, et al.! 

Selling your soul, as some might put it, to the

Twilight, Eclipse, and whatever the other movie

was called franchise was a good business move.

You’ve edged your way into a whole new audi-

ence of up and coming music snobs who just

might buy your album. Well, to be honest, they

will probably just watch your video on YouTube

and pirate a couple of your singles – but here’s

hoping. Who am I to judge these musicians for

trying to pay their rent? 

We all saw Almost Famous – and swooned

over the ‘glory days’ of the 1970s, touring band.

The artist ‘lifestyle’ of living on the road, travel-

ling across countries playing little shows and

living in basic poverty for the ‘love of the music’

probably isn’t as romantic as we concert atten-

dees think. I’ve grown up (slightly) and realized

how hard it is to keep credit on my phone, pay

my rent AND support my beer drinking habit. If

I could sell a song to play while the grumpy-

faced Kristin Stewart looks longingly into Taylor

Lautner’s far-set eyes, I would do it for the secu-

rity of knowing where my next credit card

payment is coming from. 

It was hard pill to swallow when I realised that

my beloved indie music queen had topped the

iTunes downloads chart. But, I have come to

terms with the fact that Feist got to sing “1-2-3-4

monsters walking across the floor” with Elmo on

Sesame Street. Going to see her play in concert

probably won’t be the same anymore – no more

inside-joke-keeping, familial types to hang out

with. Oh well, I won’t be able to afford her ticket

prices anyways; it doesn’t mean that I am not

still a huge fan of her music.

Though they didn’t really have the same hum-

ble beginnings of a lot of other small-time bands

had, this year’s Grammy for Album of the Year fi-

nally went to someone interesting – The Arcade

Fire. They have been featured in advertisements,

they were responsible for making Spike Jonze’s

Where the Wild Things Are beautiful, and they

have kept their shit together agreeing to match

up to a million dollars raised for Kanape

(www.kanpe.org) an organization dedicated to

stopping the cycle of poverty in Haiti rather than

blowing it on Escalades and private islands. For

the last seven years they’ve been my all-time,

favourite band and their mainstream Grammy

win isn’t going to knock them out of this presti-

gious place of honour. 

And so, I am going to continue supporting no-

name bands: buying their records, linking their

newest single on my blog that no one reads (we

all have one), and saying slightly louder than

necessary in the movie theatre “Hey, isn’t this

Grizzly Bear playing in the background?” all in

the name of helping them pay their bills even

though this habit disables me from paying mine.

Oh, and by the way, it would be nice to have

some company as I continue to be obscure. So,

in the interests of increasing my ironic wardrobe,

I invite to explore some links (no vintage flannel,

Ray-bans or moustaches required):

Metric: www.ilovemetric.com

Iron and Wine: www.ironandwine.com 

Sea Wolf: www.seawolfmusic.com 

Bon Iver: www.boniver.org

Feist: www.listentofeist.com

The Arcade Fire: www.arcadefire.com 

Grizzly Bear: www.grizzly-bear.net 
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Let them eat cake
HOW I LEARNED TO STOP WORRYING AND LOVE THE SELL-OUT ROCKSTAR

music

T H I N K  B U DA P E S T  CITY  MAGAZINE  ACCORDING TO GENESIS 1:20-22 THE CHICKEN CAME BEFORE THE EGG.

THOUGH IT IS A HARD PILL TO SWALLOW, IF MY FAVOURITE BAND IS
GOING TO BE FEATURED ON THE NEXT IPOD COMMERCIAL, WHO AM I
TO JUDGE? INDEPENDENT ARTISTS SHOULDN’T HAVE TO TAKE A VOW
OF POVERTY IN ORDER TO ‘KEEP IT REAL’.
JILL PIEBACK

“I am going to continue sup-
porting no-name bands:

buying their records, linking
their newest single on my
blog that no one reads (we
all have one), and saying

slightly louder than neces-
sary in the movie theatre

“Hey, isn’t this Grizzly Bear
playing in the background?”

all in the name of helping
them pay their bills”






